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Foreword,

During the first week of September 1981 I. had the pleasure
of doting as convener of group 4 on 'Integrating Learning .

and Experience from Pol,icy to Practice! at the Vth
Cwiference on Higher Education at the InStittte for Post-
compulsory Stild, 'University of Lancaster, England.-The
general theme of the conference was 'Higher education 7
Sutvial, and Reviyal'. The conference contained plenary
sessions, specific seminars and twelve study groups. With
the contributors' permission I have edited a report Using
some of the Available-papers. I have also taken the
-oppOrtunity 'Of adding four papers ftoM other related groups
Or seminar's. -

- 1

Further, I have'tried to summarize some of the ideas dealt
with, in the group _discussion, Itis not always easy to find
a coherent structure for .a complex And' tbfletili4t- donfUted:
theme. And* it kS,.even more difficult when you' are partici4.7
pating in_a ieterogenous group including memtiets 'hot only
of diffetent natiOns, cultures and systems of higher
education, but also a variety of meanings of Such words as,
knowledge,expekiende and reflection.. My own 'reflections
on experience" follow the general sub-theme of the different
sessions, i.e.:

1. The nature of experiential learning

2. The recognition of prior letning,

3. Educational design and the assessment
of quality

4. Integrating learning and experience -
from policy to practice'

-

I am sure that some members of the group would prefer other
ways of structuring'the discussion. However, this is my
personal contribution to the 'reflection on experience',

. Stockholm, December 1981

Kenneth Abrahamsson
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1. REFLECTIONS ON EXPERIENCE*

By'Kenneth Abrahamsson

. t

,
11

1.(17)
-

Of course our group ';was. concerned to push higher education
in the direction of a far greater -involvement with the
personal, working and community experiences of its ,

par'ticipants, both students and staff.

But in ou r'-industrial and mediaz-dominateeesocieties,much
experience, both _work and leisure experience, is banal
and demeaning.

Therefore w e,believe that higher education, which should
above all be concerned with, quality. andintegrity, 'must
be reshaped b as to help people reflect dritical,ly on
their experience, to recognize 'that some experiences are
more intense'anvita4 than others: and ultimately to-
discover how to deepen the .quality of their lives. and th'e
lives of thOse among whom they live and work.

What is experience? HOw do we learn b; expeviende?, What do we mean
by experiential learning? Is there any kindAbf learning which As

not based on experiences? Many of, us would agree that experiential

learning takes place when you bring work and life'experiendes.into

the classroom. Programmes of cooperative educatior aiming at a
better interplay between different job practices and 'theoretical

rellection-Could-also be labelled as experiential learning. But
-what about reading a book? Is it a kind of experiential learning?

Are messages transformed into printed wordsa basis for experiential
learning? Or what about pictures, word-less. but not worthless

carriers of feelings, facts and reflbctions? And,, re all kinds
of experiences a sound basis for academic refleCtions7 The

introductory remark by Boris Ford (which was his contribution to

the 'grouR report) focuses on the role4of reflection as an inter-
-,

mediate tool between observations of things and events in reality

*) This is a summary and a synthesis of the discussion in
group 4 on "Integrating learning and experience - from
policy to practice" at the Vth Lancaster-conference.on
Higher Education, September 1-4,1981.
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and the process of learning and understanding. Some experiences
are trivial or bandalsays Boris 'Ford. Does that imply that they
.are not *a sound basis for,reflectiOns? The trivialities of our.,
everyday lives'can, of course, be useful,data.in the fieldof
so,oioloy, or in iirogrammes of social work. But can they be used
in science?

Thus, the theme of how to integrate academic learning and work
experiendes cannot be analyzed in isolation from educL,ional
traditions and knowledge ideals in higher education. Learning by
experience has its roots in the development of society, Learning
within the Walls of a "school system including universities and
colleges has been an exception rather'than a rule in the past.
The common pattern was to pass on learning from one generation;
of craftsmen to another through appienticeghip. The development
of formal schooling, during last century, created a new context
of'- learning. As the educational systeawas growing there was a
need for better links with'practicalrealities. Thus, the idea
laf'leatping thiough practical work was accepted as_an essential
dart of-the formal school system. The'work of Dewey and other ,

philosophers demonstrates.that experiential learning is not a.
"new" concept. It is, however-, a concept with quite a different
meaning and content in different educational quarters.

In a way, you could see the composition of participants0 study
. -

group 4 as a mirror off different views on-experience and
experiential learning. Some.participants were more interested in
exporieritial learning as a learning phenomenon as such. TheirO

perspective was related to clinical or humanistic psychologists
like MaloW, Rogersand Kelly. They stressed the idea of learning

4' by explbring and not'nly by a procesaof consumption of passive ,

experiences. Learning is act of personal commitment. Personal
knowledge is important.-if experiential learning is discussed
'in these terms it becomes hecessary to focus bnquestions of
s tudents' influence, self control and the definition of authority,
relations between teachers and students.

Another way of looking at the group theme would be to analyze how
different kind3 of woi(k experiences can be- linked to or
't



incorporatdd in the cukriculum. My own projiec't on the role,of
work experience in Swedish higher education is working in this
perspective. The idea of cooperative education is another example
of connecting learning and experiences. The concept of recurrent
education as an organizational strategy for reshaping thetotal
educational system is another illustration of modern educational

t.,71

pragmatism. Both cooperatiye eduCation and recurrent education
are organizational concepts, rather than contributions to the
philosophy of higher learning. ThiS does not mean; however, that
there necessarily are.contradictions betWeen organizational and
individual:ways of looking at learning through experiences.

To sum-up, the concept of experiential leafning.has to be defined
by, at least the following criteria: '

7. ketive exploration of reality

0

Experiential learning3s learning through active exploringof reality. By direct contact with reality both inside and
outside the ,classroom the student can test his or her
assumptions d odels.

2. Critical reflection on experiences

The learner must reflect on his experiences in relation tocertain ideas, values or perspectives. AZ1 experiences
xannot he' useful parts in the process of understanding:

3. The experiences must have some,personaZ validity

The learner must kave a persona' commitment to the processof learning and exploring. He must be ready to challenge-his own ideas, varues and conceptions in order to learnne'w idas, perspectives and applications.

4, kreddom and authority must work, together

1;oine advocates of experiential Learning seem, to stress theneed for learner-controlled lea'rning. Undoubtedly,
experiential learning calls fora new definition of the
teachers' and students' roles. The teaching-learning
process cannot only.be a passive bransmission of inform-
ation from one part to another. On Ote other hand? learn-ing i; not soielV a studeht-controljed business. It is the
.teacher's task to stimulate the student's feeling of
authority of knowledge, rather than authorityvof persons.

6. Fletdof application

ft is common to discuss eXperiential'learning in the context
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of bringing experiences from life and society into the
v7azlsrooM. In ,genergl, experiential slearning does not
necessarily- have to take place outside the classroom or
the more or less itymbolic walls of a school. It seems
prcictga, howdzier, to distinguish between four kinds

' of experiential lcarninf:

a) expe riential learning as everyday learning in
a creneral (in different life roles, on-the-job

learntnd etc)

b) experipntial learning as the student's prior
Learning before entering a programme of higher
education e.the idea, of recognizing prior
learMng (RFL), and shortened, programmes of study)

c) experiential learning as college-sponsored periods
of practical.training within.a certain study
programme (p g work-study programmes, periods of
practical traininglor engneers orsociat workers
etc)

,

d) experiential learning as a part of school work'as
such

IP

I am not quite satisfied With,the five criteria of experiential
learning: It is easy to agree On the 'need for student's actively
exploring reality: The same goes for'the:crucial function of

critical:reflection in the process of learning. But to-what c/

extent can these ideals have a strong impact on the educational

reality in our schools of*higher learning? There seems to be
restricted time both for exploring.and reflection As a consequence.

of mass higher education and the indus6ialization. of tne

educationaleector, it is more efficient to'transmit pre-

fabricatd knowledge and take .ideasfor granted than to allow

the students'exploratory behaviour or the use of critical

reflection to disturb the production process.

the surface, we can also teach an agreement on the important

le of the Student's awn commitment and on the personal validity
of? his s4udies. The combination of exploration and reflection,

however, are intellectual constraints on personal validity on
the one hand and scientific validity on the other. No society

has the economic and educational resources to let people only
study what has' a, private and personal validity for them. Personal

needs have-to be balanced against the public'and societal demands.

_And, the knOwledge dealt with, in the system of higher education.
0

2 ,



must also havg some kind of scientific validity. The three faces

of validity exist }loth at the individual level and at the system-

level. The° mechanism to balance these interests varies from

country to country, depending on traditions of state intervention

or market solutionsi Aside from.these variations, hoWevee, it,ip

necessary to relate personal validity to. scientific and societal
validity.

The problem of freedom and authority is also difficult to treat!

It seems to me that authority in experiential learning has both

a surface and a depth-dimension. On the surface level, we often

stress the need to increase the student influence on both planning

and, learning. In practice,' however, teachers tend to define the

more cr less invisible frame factors and context)of learning.

Thus, both teachers and students are met by double messages on

who decides or controls studies. The group discussion 'concerning

authority and influence stresses the need for a fuLther analysis"

of these coffeepts arid. their relation to experiential learning.

A metaphor often used in the group was 'the university as d.

"storehouse of knowledge and wisdom ". It is obviously an ambiguous

metaphor.'A storehouse is by definitibn "a building for storing

goods as provisions", "an abundant supply or source": (Webster

1)71,, p. 2252), but it.can also be a boundless collection of

sensations, experiences and.ideas. Thlis it is both a modern market

place'for products fabricated somewhere else and an intellectdal.,

proces's of observation, reflection and interpretation. The students

can be seen as consumers_on a market of knowledge and professional
legitimation. On the other hand it is evident that the intellectual

products and the thought patterns, provided are carriers of certai .4..,

knowledge, traditions' of academic reflection and professional
, .

skills. The student does not always have to invent br construct

his own bicycle. A modern. society with an advanced technology,

profeesionalization and a specialized labour market cannot be

built on self-made products made by self-made men (or nowaddys
also women). There is a difference, however, between understand-

°

ing the mechanics of different aspects of your own bicycle

and constructing one.,Pre7fabricated knowledge and models can,
like a goon bicycle, be tested and modified in, reality. Thus,



buying a bicycle can be an opening to an act of experiential
learning,. But it can also be a vehicle for individual trahsport-

,

and Mobility in space. Thus, a storehbuse had to be valudd in
relation to how-its products are proaucedrand also to how they
areused by different people. The same goes for knowledge and
experiences.

..
2. The recognition of prior life expetIences

The use of the student's prior experiences in higher education
is a broad phenomen, including at least four different aspects;

a) How can work experience be beneficial to the individual
student's vocational ch-oice and development?

h) To what extent can the recognition of prior experiences
be used for an indipidually designed and sometimes
ahortan('d study programme?

c) low can prior woyk experience be used as an additional,
merit, or an alternative route to higher education?

. d) In which ways can chd students'slife and work expeiences
be an indiVidual or a collective resource in the le%rrningprocess?

The planning of higher education more or 'less takes for
.

granted
that prior work experience is beneficial to the.individual student.
According to Perho's study; the student's motive for going out
working seems more important than the work or work content'.as.-
such.. In theory and maybe also in educational planhing'it could
be possible to point out what fields of working life could-be
liriked to different-programmes. In,practice, however', the
question of relevant experience Varies from person to person and

'from field to field. One tool for implementing recurrent ed
ation in ble Swedish reform of higher education has been to
insert a period of work as a non-compulsory additional entrance
merit. It has been necessary for the majority of students to have
some pork experience in order to be admitted to a study programme'
with a restricted number of places.

We lack knowledge, however, of how the work period has influenced
the students' vocational choice and motivation for study. We also

11
'



lack knowledge of what kind of learning has taken place during
thesework periods. No mechanism to train Or stimulate the
students to reflect critically, over their-experiences has-been %*
built in. The only ceiteridn used *1 the .Swedish model'\is dur-
ation of employment. In general, the,group participaqs/wanted
to de- mystify the concept of priorlife experience and its
individual functions. One way of making individual experience
more pseful .would be to.stimulate working students to keep a
journal or a diary. Another' way could be a.wrAten life history
focussing on the indlvidual, value of work experiences. It is a
truism-)to say that reading books also c\n be a useful way'of'
dealing with job experiences. \

.

If we extend the scope of this discussion we have to ask "what
is new about prior amperiences" (related to work or life roies)?
Some groilp members were critical of,a too narrow or restricted.
definition of experience? Why work exper.ience? Why not experiences
of growing up as an individual person, a member of different'
groups or a carrier' of shared norms, values and ideals? Why
"here and now " - experience's? Why'not all life experiences? If we
broaden the perspective it is easy to find links to the post-war
.discussion on.educational and ,vocational choice, the process of
socialization and also, ideas about and methods of career
guidance and individual support. One conclusion-from this
discussion is,, that we cannot only consider the intended effects
of Linking work and education: Attention'also hasto be given to
the direct or indirect, effects on students' educational and
vocational choice and there motivation for both work and stddy,.

Theis, it is necessary to develop a perspective which also builds
ton socialization theory.

\

The problem of recognizing prior experiences in relation to the
provision.of study programmes and courses is of quite another
character. As these problems were dealt with in another seminar
at the. conference, I mill only comment on them briefly. The idea
of: matching the individual qualification profile with an

individually designedcombination of courses challenges the
flexibility of any educational system. It is difficult to apply
the idea in the Swedish setting, where-you are admitted to a

e
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- . study
. .'' .

i college.programme andnot to a university or ollege. I some
.

, .
. .-,i6101, e g nurses and pre-school ,teachers, we have shortened. ' f - D . 0* I d . I .

''lprOgrammes for appliCants withrelevant work experience. In.

genoKal, however, the,programmes.are designed according to the .

idea of a'core curriculum with limited possibilities of inctividual

.adaptation. The North-American idea cf recognizing prior learning
(RPL) is bUilt',on.tAree

0 the student is admitted to a callee or university, and
not 'tb.a study programme y'
'frhe studdnt's qualifications and experiences hove to be:,

6 iaisess,ed in a, formal or informal sense. Thus, the use of
tes*cand 'interviews is a common part of the RPL-movement.
.The4bit -aomon'tests are Advanced placement rogram (APP)
and ( *ollege,-level examination - program (OLEP)

e) the matchiqag, the individual profile and courses provided
.cFollsfor flex lliiity .both in educational design and
methods of individual support

The seminar included'three contributions cm the, problems of

recognizing prior learning {RPL): the economics of RPL-programmes,

educational implications and a research programme on RPL-problems.
'71,s a ways, wd find differences between ideals and realities.. In
genera olio could say that 'RPL- programmes can be 'beneficial both
to tha individual_and_to society. In practi6e it seems difficult
to juc'ge if RPL - programmes are less expenSIve,more efficient and

. .

'leas time-demanding for, the student. A coniparison between the

Swedish model and the RPL-method calla for further attention to
the influence of admission 'systems and curriculum s- tructure on
the individual process of educational and vocational choice.
What are the consequences for the individual and for the edue-

ational institution if,the student is admitted to a university

or college instead of,to_a_programmey.What differences in
. .#

preidictivesNidlue,and influence on the learning process follow
#from a selection based upon marks from,upper secondary schoqls

and, vaguely defined. work experience instead of different forms

of entrance tests? What kind .of balance between social justice
and edutational relevance is developed in the various cases?

It seema to me that there, is a similarity between the'discussion

on "relevant-experience" and the RPL-movement. The shared problem

.
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concbrns thee difficulties of assessing .the quality of learning
, in geheral and ,experiences in particular.. What kind of

experiences are-releyant for what kind of purposes What kind
.ot

of influence will experiential learning and the recognition of.

. 11,rior experiences have on higher education as. such? How can they
be related to the4hotion- of -high' culture 'in traditional
Universities? It seems' to me that the use of prior experiences
froM work or life roles is broadening the concept of 'higher .

education, thereby making its'borders'with other societal
processes more vague and un-Spebific:

. I

The use of work experience as an additional merit or an
;alternative route to. higher education is a typical Swedish
-problem. 'It is dealt with rather extensively in another 'project
in the Swedish follOW-4 programMe ofgthe reform, of 'higher

education (Kim). The fourthaspect mentioned, the use of work
experience as a resource in, the educational process, is the
Main rocus on my own-project (Abrahamsson, )981). It is also-
treated in the workshop contributions on cooperative education.

.

3. Educational designand the assessment of quality

ProgrammdS of cooperative education are designed with the
o

specific purpose of integrating academic learning and work
experiehce. The idda of coopratiNieeducatiOn was born in the
beginning of this century by the work of Herman Schneider at the-
College of engineering at Uhiversity of Cincinnati. Paradoxically,
it reached the age of retirement before it had a strong impact
in U.S. higher education policy. As ,a consequence of a selective
federal support from the beginning of the Seventies, programMes
of cooperative education are available at more than one thousand
universities anci'colleges in U.S.A. Thus, it has been a success
ful federal intervention in the field of higher education and
working life. In general, programmes Of cooperative education
are only a part of the full degree programme. The process of
implementation illustrates the traditional obstacles to change
within universities and colleges. There has ndt only been
scepticism and resistance among faculty and teachers. In many
cases, the students have not felt motivated to go out to

14



different 1,46rk'plabes. Periods of practiCal training at dif-
ferent work places do not seem to give the same acLleMic merit
and-prestige as traditional subjects.

°

The reports on cooperative educatio also gave a number of

examples of instructionalmethods and practical solutiont to

deyQlop effective links between work and education. The TAR

acronym illustrdtes the three-step process of integration:

. /

a) Teaching concepts in the classroom

b) Application of these concepts while on the coopexative
. education work assignment

o). Reinforment and Reflection on these concepts by means
of an evening seminar taken con'currently with the work
experi-ence . ,

z_

in order to support,this process faculty has developed fieid.

manuals qnd learning guides for students.

Knowledge ideals, faculty attitudes and discipline cultures are

apparently crucial factors for the survival l-or revival of ideas

of experiential learning' and cooperative education. In 4 Swedish,

study on teachers in upper secondary adult education, the

folloWing experience - functions,. were found:

k
A. Exp6rienees that can be used in teaching are ,experiences

which one or a few students have made and which can be
used as information to the rest of the class.

R. Experiences that can be used in, teaching are experiences
which moot students in 'the class have had and which can
be used to direct the students' attention to the relevant
context while a subject is being taught.

C. doh oxperience can develop practical knowledge which the
students may use.in the educational context.

P. The student brings into the classroom an outlook on the
_world ',hat is in conflict with the view orthe subject

taught.

K. Mxperiences from life give a certain capacity in emloathy
that makes it possible for the adult student to under-
stand different perspectives as serious alternatives.

These were the variations in qual'itatively.different
conceptions of experience as perceived by the teachers.

--.
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Efforts to link work experiences to academic leariling are filtered
through faculty attitudes and the charactet' of subject content.,
As has been stressed elsewhere

t

(Abrahamsson, 198A), different
academic perspectives contain different V/ews on the role of work0

experiende in higher education. The same goes for the group
discussion on experiential learning and integrating learning'and
experiences. Who i.s interested in integtating academic learning
and work experience? Who is interested in linking some kind of
ear-marked work experience with different subject fields in
higher education? The group could not reach an agreement on this
problem; Some members stressed that need, while others tended to
neglect-the problem as such. o 0

The problem of building bridges between higher education and
working life cannot simply be answered by "yes" or 'ifo".. It alSo
depends on uhdet what conditions the bridges could be built. What
points of departtire do we choose? The structure of knowledge in
different subject areps?,Faculty.attittdes and discipline
cultures? Available methods of teaching? The experiential4background
f.th studentS? There is, of course, an important difference
between connecting more or less anecdotical students experiences
to the subject matter,or taking the students" experiential back=
ground and qualifications as the Major basis.for programme design=.--
The former alternative Can LieexeMplified by the idea of 'using
life and work experience as a"resource in higher education. The
latter aspett is illustrated by the North-American efforts to
reeogniXe prior experiences (RPL) . Whatever the point of departure,
the process of intellectual reflection seems to be acrucial com-
ponent of experiential learning.

But what -is reflection? And what is critical thinking?. To what
extent shall we ptOvide the studentswith learning guides and
study methods facilitating the act of reflection? The TAR-approach
in cooRerative .6clucation used student guides in the form of
questionnaires on'the social and cultural anthropology of work.
But to what extent can ceitical reflection be guided? Is not the
'idea of critical refle ction that the student ought tote able to .

put the questions himself? As usual, ideals and realities do
not always meeP. In the didactic process, we have to develop

O
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,different tools-and methodS in order to train the student to be

more independent in his own thinking and reflection. These tools
can be more or less structured.. According, to Hallden (1980) there

are at least four different teaching strategies:

1) A teaching strategy based on authority and -a structured
and Stepwise relation to subject content,

A teaching strategy based on authority and a more general
relation to subject matter emphasizing principles

3) An emancipatory teaching strategy aiming at spontaneous
exploration of subject matter'

4) An' emancipatory teacIA.ng strategy'aiming ap analysis and
critical-reflection

.$

What is the role of experience in these different approaches ?
.

The first and second approach, are content=based on the dimension

froth specific to general. The third and fourth strategies focus

more. On the process of exploration and-critical thinking as such...

Thus, they are more experiential by definition. Iii practice, the

different approches can function side 'by side. The difficult

problem, however, is to what extent they are influenced by the

Objeativdsi knowledge -content and subject matter in different

study programmes. Are'strategies one and two more suitable for

science and other subjects -with a. hard-knowledge-coreT -while

methods'three and four can be more applicable in softer subjects
like behavioural science or vocationally oriented programmes such

as social work;

It seems to me that different conceptions of experience imply,

different views on the role of experience in higher. education.'

Experiential perspectives incorporating Kelly's ideas on personal

contract theory and personal knowledge underline the importance

of exploratory learning and. personal commitment even in science

(Pope, 1981). Thus, we are back to where we started. What do we

mean by experience? What is learning by experience? And is

experiential learning same-other 'kind of learning than learning
in general? It seems to me that we could not reach (and maybe.

nobody can) a definite a ,nsWer to these questions. Among the

different views on experiential learning, dealt with in the group



would like to contrast an individual-existential approach and
a social - pragmatic Way of looking at these problems. Another
way of using these labels is to contrast the goal of personal
development of the individual learner with the needs and demands

from difc.prent collOctivities, or the society, as'a whole.

4. integratingilearnip and experience - from policy to practice

The theme of the group work was "Integrating learning and

toexperience - frdm policy, to praecice". There was little time for

exploring the policy dimensiOn and the'problems of implementation.
In general one could say, however, that concepts like work

,.

experience, experiential learning and.Cooperative education play
.

_important roles in the policYjprocessIUnfortunatel, we lack
knowledge on what assumptions about learning are more dr less.

.

rt .

,

implicit in the policy process. It is no exaggeration to say that

the policy-process often coontainSa tedimified view on learning_.

The students experiential background and work experience are made
intoproducts or things; wrliCh'can be added to the educational

mix of subject courses in a specific curriculum. As one group
member said "how many kilosof'work experience do we have to add
to this pregramte..":-The conceptionS or misconceptions in the
policy process'have relevance notOralyito work experience as

15.

such, but even. to student learning in general. The plenary
session of the LancaSter conference gave enough evidence on the

problems of relating research On student learning to the policy

process as such. But whatis higher education if not student
learning? What is the use of structures or super-structues
they have no relation to thegeneration of knowledge both in the
research process and in studInt learning?.

Comparative studies on work-study connections in different

countries could be one way to continue the discussion. There are
a number of, interesting examples of national cases that could be

illuminated and analyzed. The cultural revolution in Chinais,
of course, a very interesting case. Teachers and professors were

more or lesS forced to go out in working life, while students
&.

and workers'occupied departments of higher learning. Today, we
knOw that the idea of mass participation both in universities and;
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colleges pd -in working life did not-only laave positive effects.

Rather, it has had a severe impact on the generation.of new

knowledge withitl different subjects and disciplines.. Some
Adepartments had to close for aTeriocrof between.five.to ten

years. Another interesting example mentioned in the discussion

was a Soviet policy in the Fifties to stimulate young students
ft

to go out and work prior to higher studies. The reason for changing
this pdlicy and implementing a more ell ist system was that the

student seemed 'to lose motivation for learning, when.they knew
that they did not have to continue with their studies. Thus,

questions of study motivation and the preservation of cognitive

skills _and theoretical knowledge have to be taken into consi-

deration when we'discuss linkages between comprehensive 'schools,

working life and higher education.

The Swedish reforni, of higher education in 1977 might be seen as

mid-way between the ideologically and rblitically,motivated

Chinese cultural revolution and the more pragmatic North-American

experiment with cooperative education. One of the main concepts

in the Swedish reform is recurrent educatioh, i.e.the organiz-

ation of the educational system, in a way that eims at abetter

alternation between education, work'and other life roles througii.
6

the individuals' total life span. The Concept,Of-work experience

played and, still plays an important role in the,Swedish,system of
higher educatioh, Rs it is both an additional merit for young

students and an alternative route,to higher education for. adults.

In an gnternational perspective, it is interesting to note that

the Swedish discussion on work experience has mainly dealt with

the -students' prior work expeiences and their role in the,social

selection and admis8ion to different programmes. Questions of

social justice and educational-equality have been given much

more attention than problems of using work experiences in different-,

programmes or the relevance of learning as such.

P..

It is too early to analyze the outcome of the Swedish reform of -

. .

higher.education. Thcil.'fdllow7up programme at the,National Board

of Universities and Colleges is now in a final phase. A concluding

report from projects on recurrent education, work experience,
.

educational design and admission systems will appear next year.
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It will be difficult, however, to define and specify a set of"
criteria that could be used as points of departures for the
final analysis. Partly this depends on the character of the
follow-up programme. It id-not only result-oriented, but also
stresses the need for gontipous institutional change and self-

evalUation.*In part, the problems of'defining Criteriaare a

consequence ofthe fact that the Swedish, system of higher

'education has to maintain different and 'sometimes contradictory

goals at the same time. It would be easier 'to evaluate the reform

in relation to the British university notion of high culture,
or the North-American idea of increasing the number of cooperaive
education programmes.

0

,

It is a truism to siy that you can learn much about your country

by going abroad. A process Of understanding and reflection is
taking place when you see your own system in. another context. '

Maybe that is what experiential learning is about? Seeing your-
self and yoUr experiences in another context, and thereby

/deepening your under'standing and reflection. But it takes time

to see yourself in a foreign mirror. Seeing and understanding
is more than just perception. Having been there doed not -

,necessarily imply that y6.1 know. Maybe we can find some use

for William James' traditional diseinction between being

acquainted withand knowing. Not all visitors to'the storehouse

are interested in knowing. Rather they want to be acquainted

with the' products or to use them for their own personal benefits

and careers. The dualism of understanding and criticial'

reflection on the.one hand and personal benefits and individual

careers on the other-is, of course,.a contradiction in every

system of higher education.

It also raises one crucial ,aspect of experience and experiential.
learning. In what ways' can educational systems be designed so

. that they increase and support the studentd' capacity to reflect

on their own experiences. And, to what extent is student motiv-
ation for study influenced by exterpaS\factors like the labour

market, societal crises and economic stagnation and social and

financial support rather than by educational design and didactic

methods? Thre was neither time-nor space to discuss these
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questions in study group 4: DiScussions in,other groups showed,
however, 'the importanc,e*ofbroadening the perspective:on

experiential 'learning to include socialization theory. If, as
ry

'Perho pointed out, the students motives for going out working
.are'motle important than the work content as such, policies of
Linking work and education have to be reconsidered. As a

consequence, we also have to clarify what ye mean by quality.
of learning, both inside and outside the classroom or lecture
hall.

Our grou, did not reach any general agreement on the conference
theme of "Survival and revival". My own conclusion is, however,
that neither survival nor revival will benefit from-teo looge
or vague a definition of experience. In a broad sense, one could
say that the purpose of all educational endeavours is to ,

stimulate the students to reflect on their own,experiences. In
practice, there'seems to be little room for exploration and
critical reflection. Maybe:the' survival.and revival of our
systems of higher education'depend on their capacity to meet

.

this challenge.*

I

La
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Cooperative education is a form of experiential education which extends

the learning process into the workplace. Students alternate between specific

peribds of attendance at the college and Specific periods of employment. This

format thereby provides the opportunity of integrating classroom theory with

its application in the workplace.

. Over the years, a number of models have evolved. In general, most
.

programs have the following characieristics:

1. the, work experience is productive and is considere4,an essential part

of the oVerall'edudative process.

2. the work assignments are related, to the'student's field of study

and/or the student's career interests.

'3. the concept of alternation prov,ides students with mote than one

. .

peildd of supervised employment which mustv.be of sufficient length to enable

students to have a full learning expefience while making it economicallyand

prac,tically feasible to employers.

4. minimum performance standards and assessment techniques.are integral

to the program especially where academic credit is provided and/or where co-

operative education is a degree requirement.

'5. the work experiences should egress in complexity and responsibility

matching the student's academic progress.

History of Cooperative Education

Hetman Schneider has been credited with instituting the first cooperative

education program in the United State; in 1906. The piogram began at the

College of Engineering at the University of Cincinnati. Since then, there have been

three periods of rapid growth. .The first period lasted until 1920 and was based

on the success reported by the University of Cincinnati. Many of the institutions which
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have been idgntified with cooperative education initiated programs during this

period.N Thee Include Nortfieastern,University (1909), Drexel University (1919),
.

and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (1919). As at the University of

Cincinnati, in each of these institutions cooperative education began in the

Engineering Department. It was only in.1921 that Antioch college inaugurated

a program in the liberal arts area.

By 1960 there were still only.65 institutions of higher education offdring

cooperative education. During the 1960's, the second periOd, approximately 150

institutions began new programs. However, the largest growth spur occurredn the

MO's, as a direct result of Federal legislation.

The'Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended in 1976 and 1978, provides

funds to plan and implement new programs as well as expand and strengthen

existing programs. In addition, the legislation provides funds for research,

training of educators and employers and support of "demonstra..Ion" projects.

The latter are of two types (a) grants for the development and implementation

of comprehensive cooperative education programs where.a substantial percentage

of the student population will become involved with cooperative education and
Ar

(b)'grants for special projects which explore the feasibility of cooperative

education to address the special needs or problems.

In 1980 just under'15 million dollars were obligated under this

legislation. The funds were awarded to 251 colleges totaling almost 12 million

dollars for support of cooperative education programs, $787,000 to support 14

training .centers, '$'213,000 supporting research projects and 2 million dollars

to 3 institutions for comprehensive demonstration grants.

`4,

With this stimulative effort, the:numbers of cooperative education

programs in 1980 according to-the Cooperative Education Research Center

at Northeastern UniVersity grew to t,028 of which 473 are located in 2-year
4

bcolleges and 555 in 4-year college., and universities. Approximately 200,00Q t..

2
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students were enrolled in cooperative education.

Evaluation of Outcome

Two Rational studies on the impact of cooperati e education have been

conducted. The first conducted by Wilsoti andiyons (1) reported.the

following benefits frog-cooperative education:

-through the coordination of the work experience with lampus study,

'theory and practice are more closely related.

- through the-integrati ork and study, student motivation increases.'

-as a result of the work experience,
studentS develOp'a greater sense,of

responsibility, greater endence on their own judgments and increased, maturity.

- students gain a greater understanding of other people and develop better

human-relation skills.

- as they become oriented to the world of work, students ob,t.gin knowledge'

about career opportunities and the requirements for being successful.
. _

- the earnings from the cooperative education work experience allow

many students to attend college who might otherwise have been excluded for

financial reasons.

.
In addition, the study suggests that:

-cooperative education programs help keep faculty abreast,of their

discipline as well as establishing contact with thd private sector.

-in large. programs, where significant numbers of students are away from

the institution at any one time: the cooperative plan perMitt more efficient

utilization of facilities.

The second study was mandated by the Congress of the United States as

an assessment of the impact being achieved by Federal legislation (2).pata
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nsicin of cooperative education:

a sound legislative decision to support cooperative education through

nts to the institutions of higher education rather than Nroviding

1 scholarship or loan funds to students'or by subsidizing emploiers.g

ral Ilvestment in cooperative education was, at the time of the study,

st-effective than the student loan program.

-future prospects for the continued expansion of cooperative education

good.

=.1s., Program CharacteristIOA

Institutions of higher education have developed an array of program models

for integrating the work and school experience.

Placement Patterns. There are 3 general types of placement patterns.

In the full -time alternating pattern, students are divided into two, and at

27
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times 3 cohorts. As one grOup of students works full-time off .:ampus, the

other(s) are engaged in full-time study at the institution. Students will

'have at least 2 work experiences, and, in some programs, there may be as many

ae 4.

With a parallel pattern, 'the students attend classes part of the day

and ate .on their cooperative education work assignments during the other

part. The variation of this pattern is an alternating day model where students

attend class one day and work The next. ComMunity colleges tend to favor the

parallel model. Under this arrangement, the student is always a part-time

employee, although he/shemay be enrolled at the college as either a full-time*f.

or part-time student.

The third, and least used, is'the field pattern Where students leave

campus for some specified period of time at least once during Weir period

of under-graduate studies - but no more than once in any given year.

Diversity of Placements. Sbme institutions maintain a policy where students

are expected to be with the same employer for all their placements. The rationale

glVenis'that there is a greater likelihood for a .sequential increase in the

complexity of the job assignment and concomitant responsibility. Other

institutions prefer to have students work with different employers on each

assignment thereby ptoviding diversified experiences. In most instances,

howCver, institutions tend to allow both options.

Organizational Structure. Departments of Cooperative Education can be

found In both the student services area Or the academic area. In recent years,

the trend has been to locating cooperative education in the academic unit es-

pecially when credit is provided for the cooperative education experience.

In general, responsibility for the cooperative education program is

centralized. In the very, large orograms, such as Northeastern University and

28
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LaGuardia Comtunity College, the cooperative education activity is organized

es a separate DiviiiOn headed by a senior administrator. The professional

staff responsible for cooperative education have faculty status. Such.pro-

grams are the exception. Most programs do have a Department of Cooperative

Education responsible for the administrative functions associated with the

program. The guiding of student learning and the evaluation of learning is

the reponsibility of faculty from the participating departtents. There-are

some institutions that have completely decentralized cooperative education

'making each department involved in the program assume total responsibility

including the development of jobs and the placement of students.

Student Participation._ A small number of institutions has cooperative

education mandatory for all students majoring in participating departments.

D

At this polt. though, these are by far the exception. The vast majority of

colleges haveooperative education as an option. Many of these programs are

selective with students having to meet certain levelg of academic performance

`before they are accepted.

Awarding Academic Credit. Only recently has academic credit been

awarded for cooperative education. As recently as 1969, according-to Wilson,

only 14 percent of cooperative education programs provided credit (3). By

1978, just about two-thirds of the thousand plus programs provide credit.

In most instances, these credits are non-additive in the sense that they

are accepted by the department as counting towards the numbers of credits

required for the degree. The medium number of credits provided is 3

or any one cooperative education experience.. In some programs however,

students receive as many as 9 credits for a singe cooperative education

experience.

29



integrating the. Classroom and Work Experiences. Two basic techniques

have evolved that link the classroom and work experience and provide a

mechanism for evaluating the student-learning. These techniques are

learning contracts and linking the cooperative 'Jerk experience to a specific

course or, series of courses. ,

Learning contracts are an agreement among the student, the faculty,

and at times the employer on the learning goals that the student is expected

to achieve and for which he/she will be evaluated. .0ne form of the learning

contract, and one that is used particularly,at community colleges,. uses

measurable behavioral objectives. Each objective in the contract specifies,

in measurable terms, what the student will achieve, the time frame fot attaining

the objective and the method of measurement. A substantially different approach

to learning contracts is having the student submit a proposal for the project

or paper that will be completed during the cooperative education work experience.

This may include a review of the literature. In effect, this approach closely

resembles a traditional field research project.

A number of institutions have begun to link the cooperative education

experience to_a course(s) that either already exists in the discipline or

has been especially developed for the program. The class provides the

cognitive base for student learning on the work assignment. In some instances,

the class is offered 'concurrently with the work experience. In other instances,

the Mprk experience follows the completion of the class. The evaluation

technique, used can be a paper or a project.

Other teehniciues used to evaluate a student's cooperative-education

experience include employer evaluations, evaluations by the cooperative education
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staff member visiting the student at the job site, and/or a student self-Ciialitatlon.

Still another technique used are training agreements between the employer and

the edudational institution that commits the employer to a specific job.

description -that specifies the tasks the student will perform. Some

institutions -use training agreements together with the number of hours that

.a student works to determine the number of credits to be awarded.



A CASE STUDY OF A MANDATORY COOPERATIVE EDUCATION COLLEGE - LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

LaGuardia Community College has pioneered cooperative. education as the

primary educationaatrategy for serving non- traditional, inner."city students.

This institution, which opened in 1970 with. less than 600 students was es-
.

tablished on a,mandatory cooperative education basis to,includeall full time

'students in all disciplines. In the first ten years of Operation, the college

has grown ten -fold, now enrolling more than 6,500 full-time students. This

growth his .occurred in.theface of dwindliOg_enrollmenta at other colleges of

the City University of.New York.

A demographic study of freshmen in 1978 provides some background

on the characteristics of the LaGuardia Community College. student.

The majority of freshmen, were under 21 years of age, more than 75percent

-belonged to a Minority racial or ethnic group, and altost 70 percent were

women, About one-fourth of the students were foreign born, and almost one

student*in three reported,that 'English was not the primary language spoken

at-home. The median iamily income was about $7700 per year, placing students

in the lower- income strata of persons residing in New York City. Most working

parents of freshmen were employed -in blue-collar, service, semi- skilled, or

unskilled jobs. The majority of parents had no formal schooling beyond

the high school level.

Relatively few freshmen did we5l in high school and about. 80 percent

required at least some basic education-skill remediation. 'Their primary

reason for going to college was to improve their economic status. As a community

conlige committed to "comprehensiveness", LaGuardia offers programs that enable

students to transfer to senior colleges as well as programs that prepare students

for entry into the labor market upon completion of their two-year degree (4).
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The cooperative education program_that has evolved over the college's

.

brief' existence has'asny components designed to provide-studenta with structure

and with a close interaction with the faculty coordinator. Appendix A provides

a brief overview of the LaGuardia cooperative education program. At LaGuardia

CommunityCollege; cooperative education is offered in an alternating.format.

Although 1.!:*ie mandatory for all full-time students, it is optional for all.
part -time- evening students. For the former,students must successfully complete

3, three-month cooperative education work experiences for which a total of

9 acadethiceredit units is awarded. The Specific goalS of the LaGuardia

cooperative education_prograth arethat students will (1)apply knowledge

learned in the classroom, (2)explore and reality-test career options, (3)clarify

work :values through an improved-understanding oE themselves and the work

environment, and (4)have an experience that promotes personal growth and

development.

Over-the years, LaGuardia has focused'on developing structural linkages

between the work and.$classroom experience. Conceptually, the learning

.potential inherent in a cooperative education placebent is seen as including both

the work activity as well as the environment in which the, work takes placfe.'

An instructional-system to integrate the two components has been developed

and given the acronym TAR -- Teaching_of concepts inthe classroom, subsequent

Application of these concepts while on the cooperative education work assignment,,

and Reinforcement and Reflection of these concepts by

seminar takenoncurrently with the work experience.

developed by faculty which vide student learning and
.

that, directly reflect concepts that have been initia/ly taught in classes

Limetudent has taken. Appendix B is the field manual developed for the anthrO-
.

means of an evening

Field manuals have been

which include assignments

P
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prilogy section of the Introduction to Social Science course to which the

first cooperative education placement of liberal arts majors is tied.

The course is an overview of the social science disciplines. Therefore,

similar 'sections have been prepared for sociology, psychology, history,

$Olitical science and economics.

since 1973, data have been collected on the,labor market performance

of Laquardia graduate's, including their starting salaries. In 1978 and .1980

information on 'Current salaries and job positions were also collected about

prior graduates. The 1980 longitudinal survey is presented in AppendiX Cb
1

These data show that graduates are doing well as measured by their performance

in the labor market. Ovettime, graduates are moving into positions of greater

\\,
authority-and responsibility.'

LaGuardia Community College also houses-an 'alternative :high school on Its

campus--the Middle College High School. Its primary mission ts to keep

in school those'youngaters who have been previously identified as probable

drop-:outs. The_ High school requires the cooperative :education, experience

-(on either a full-time or part-tithe alternating basis) (or each of the three

years students attend the Middle College., The Middle College has achieved

significant results which Its administration believes is in large part due to

the cooperative education program. Thus, for example, despite a high-risk
1,

stildent-population,-the average daily attendance rate is about 84 percent,

pignificantly higher than the New York Citywide average. The attrition

rate is less than 20 percent--an impressive statistic for a population that

has been characterized as probable non-persisters and one that Compares

Very favorably with the Citywide rate of 50 percent. Approximately 85 percent.

of the graduates go on to higher education.
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Abstract

This paper reviews.ewhat is known 064 iheeducational effectg, and economic
consequences of,RPL.programs. Available.reseaPCPprovides little information
on the extent 't6 whfch RPL encourages individuals'ito enroll, to choose among
institutions, or tO:choose a specific field of study. Moreover, mot studies
addressing the economic consequences'of RPL are seriously flawed. Four projects,
in process and proposed, would provide some of the information necessary for a more
reasoned appraisal of the economic and educational implications of RPL.



In 1981, an estimated one million- individuals will participate, in programs
which effectively award academic credit by recognizing prior learning. These
programs range from credit or lacement by examination (the largest in volume) to
credit through assessme o port o io_ eFFINFITW7in alternate means-of assessing'competencies, tine prograMi-can greatly,infilie-fice the decisions of individuals,institutions, and state educational agencies. IYet, after more than d decade of
extensive experience with RPL programs, we still know very little about how these
programs affect decisions and the magnitude of -the financial costs and benefits
from thi-programs.

The purpose of this paper is to critically review the extant research fthdings
on the effects of and economic consequences of RPL programs. Sections I through IV-beloW consider the effects of RPL programs on enrollment and attendance decisions
of programparticipants. These effects include induced enrollment, time-shortened
degrees, changes'in field of study and course selection choices, and improvedretention, The enrollment and attendance effects of RPL programs imply potentialfinancial gains or losses to program participants,

their institutions, and the stateswhich subsidize their continued matriculation. Studies which have attempted to gaugesthe size of these financial, mpacts are reviewed as well. Section IV contains areview of available research on the costs of implementing RPL programs.l

No attempt is made'to evaluate studies on the quality of RPL programs: in short,the'programs are assumed to provide accurate assessments of'prior learning.2 Further,the effects'of RPL prograMs on'later economic and career successes are not consideredhere. The latter effects really raise the issue of whether, and to what extent, thecontent of academic-programs'contributes
to learning and to later earnings (the

"screening" hypothesis).3' Finally, this paper ignores several other methods used to-recognize prior learning, such as skipping the senior year of high school or simultaneous
enrollment in high school and college courses. These'programs tend to be modest insize, partly because they are available to a small segment of the population.4

Several 'generalizations emerge from this review of research on the effects ofRPL.

First, the majority of 4.41e studies have been conducted at inctitn+ions. Insome cases, this leads to conflicting results (perhaps due toiateStea ditfRences'in student clientele or the institutional academic setting). Moreover, the institutional
focus precludes an adequate examination of the effect of RPL programs on the decisionto enroll (particularly among groups not traditionally served by highereducation).,the decision to choose °,-particular institution, and the ability to transfer credits.
These shortcomings are, impOrtant, because the case for public support of RPL programscan be madO, in part, on their ability to induce non-traditional enrollments.

Second, studies of the financial effects of RPL programs are, in most instances,
seriously flawed. Many assume,time-shortening or course selection responses of RPC
plinrcipants thit, in fact, do not occur. Potential financial effects from improved.retention of students are simply ignored, 'When the presumed responses of recipients
of RPL credit have been used to obtain dollar estimates of the effects, most studies
employ naive, incorrect assumptions about tuition schedules and state funding
mechanisms. Further, thetdo not consider how institutions combine staff and
physical resources to provide instruction. The latter critically affects the size
of potential cost savings from offering fewer classes at the margin.

Third, as Valley (1980) and the authors of papers in Valley (1978) indicate, most
studies.are quite dated and Many are unpublished.

-S
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-.Finally, while research on the subsequent academic performance.of successful
RPL candidates has appeared, Very little research on the differences in economic
'"outcomee,such as employment and earnings resulting from participation in RPL
programs.is available.

The'paper concludes with In assessment of current and proPosed research
initiatives. In Tarticular, I consider the extent to which the proposed work will
overcome the weaknesses revealed in prior research and I suggest additional lines
ofihquiry to address still unanswered questions on the effects of,RPL Programs.

Induced Enrollment
.

.

/7 .

Do RPL progiams encourage individuals.who otherwise would not enroll to do so
(and at which institutions).?

Although-many assert that credit by exam programs have encouraged enrollments,
.the.eVidence is very tenuous. Buckner and Cox (1974)i, Fagin (1971), and Burnette
(1971)asSert, with anecdotal evidence, that adults do enroll in- response to successful

.partiCipation in RPL programs. 'About a third (29.9 percent) of a follow-up survey
of successful test'takers at Metropolitan State College. indicated the RPL option
affected their-decision to pursue postsecondary education (Kennedy 1976). However,
Furlong's survey.of public school adMinistrators in Florida revealed.a relative* ,

small share (30 to:40 percent) Who believed credit by examination brought in new
student's 11977): A survey of state policy makers also revealed some skepticism about
the use Of-programs affording time-shortened degrees (Smart and Evans 1977).

Most RPL programs are intended to attract non-traditional students: adults,
spouses,_ employed individuals who cannot affort the time or dollar cost of a regular
course registration. However,-data frOm the College.Board_and the National Longitudinal
Study Of the High School class-Of1972.seeM to indicate that RPL programs serve
irid9iduals who might have enrolled without the-RPL option. College-Level Examination
Program (CLEP) data show that over 7S.percent df those receiving credit are already
enrolled full-time (Shea' and GraWdy 1977). Barely 60 percent are above age 18 when
they sit for the exams (Shea 1977). As shown in Table 1, participants,in- RPL programs
froM 4, national sample of 20 year olds tend. to be white, female, and from high SES
households.5.The 1974 survey also reveals about 4 percent had taken college-level
courses while in high school, 6 percent received advanced placement, and 9 percent
received credit through a special examination (eg., CLEP). A 1979 survey of admissions
practices shows somewhat higher percentages receiving credit or advanced placement,
ranging from an estimated 15-16 percent of entering freshmen at four-year colleges
to 10-11 percent at two-year institutions (Van Dusen.1980).

Taken together, these findings provide little evidence to indicate an increase
ivenrollMents, particularly from groups not traditionally served by higher education,
.as a result of RPL programs.

There does/appear to be some evidence that RPCoptions,influence the college
choice decisions of potential students. Sixty percent of the students choosing the
three -year program at the Brockport Campus of SUNY woUldsapparently have enrolled
eliewhereif the option were not available (Radloff 1977): Fifty percent of a group
which established credit by exam at Worcester State College said the optionmas "a
"possible factor" in college choice (but 91% indicated it was "not tfecisive "). The

University of Iowa, which, administers CLEP.exams to entering freshmen in June each
year, finds almqst all of the.test takers enroll in the fall (compared to about
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80 percent of the applicants accepted for admission to the freshman class). About18.1 percent.of those receiving RPL credit at Metropolitan State College felt the4 exams affected their.decision to attend MSC.

. Although the accumulated evidence is somewhat clearer with respect to theeffect of RPL on institution choice, the studies rely on studeht-reported assessments.These assessments may reflect not so much the use of RPL programs, but the effect of-other-student-(or institUtt6h41) attributei on college choice-. To overcome thislimitation; Wagner (1979) has proposed a study which considers the effects of RPLprograms in the context of an enrollMent demand model.

II. Time- Shortened Degrees.

Do students with RPL.credit graduate ahead of schedule? What financial benefitsare associated with time-shortened degrees? I consider each in turn.

The evidenee on the time-shortening effect of RPL programs is sketchy. Overall,the available data indicate that the majority of students receiving credit through .examination doinot graduate earlier. First, in very few instances do successful CLEPcandidaiet aviirage more than 8 to 10 hours -of awarded credit through examination.qFor example, e Florida candidates in the university system received on average 16.credit.hourso.ihile those in the junior college system received an average of 8 hours-of,credit (adapted from Furlong" 1977). At Arkansas State University, about one-halfof the test-takers receiving credit were awarded 9 hourt or less; (McCluskey andRichmond Stallings, et al, report that those successfully taking exams fortcredit at. the University of Illinois,do graduate somewhat earlier, but the difference...is not very great (1972). Eager ane, Whitney.(1974) provide data which indicatestudents with CLEP credit graduated earlier than,those without examination credit,but subsequent regression analyses seem to suggest most of the difference in
acceleration is explained by differences in college grades, the ACT score, and highschool rank. Since' these Variables, and CLEP credit hours, tend to be highly collinear,the statistical results need to be viewed-with-some skepticism,' ,

Other studies provide evidence of acceleration. Kolstad (1978) found that
participation in RPL Programs significantly increased the amount of credits earned,even after controlling for other student attributes. In Caldwell's study of Universityof South Florida CLEP candidates awarded credit on at least 4 out of 5 exams only10 percent of those receiving credit), less than half (46 percent) estimated-theyhad saved one-year of schooling (1977). However, a second comparison indicated thatthe students with large amounts of CLEP credit graduated in 3 1/4 years at the samerate as similarly able-students without CLEP credit did in 4 1/4 years. Comparablefindings emerge from studies of test takers at the University of Florida (Legg andWebb 1976; 1977), California State (1975) and Miami Dade Community. College (Losak 1978):These results douggest that at least those with about a year's worth of RPL creditdo tend to graduate a year earlier.

Given these findings, .what can be said about the economic consequences of-timeshortening e-degree prograMT The accumulated research. implies the "savings" to
students, institutions, and states are substantial, but most of these ct.4dies are flawed.

If students had been required to enroll in and to pay tuition and fees for the
courses for which they received credit by examination, the nationwide gross "savings"
to the students have been es4imated to total at least $6 million .(adapted from Darnes

39,
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1976). Similar calculations suggest tuition "savings" of $444.05 per successful
candidate at one public university (McCluskey and Richmond, n.d.) and $85-$100
per successful candidate in one state where CLEP is widely used (Furlong 1977).
Unfortunately, these figures are grossly misleading. The estimates require the
implicit assumptions that either (a) the student enrolled for fewer total hours
and hence realized direct saVing, or (b) the student would have enrolled in the
exempted courses and completed all the courses in his ':after credit" program had
RPL chldit not been awarded. The evidence suggests that nei,ther assumption.is true. .

First, among full -time students, tuition and fee charges tend to be the same from
a twelve credit hour lrad on up. A student receiving six credit hours through an
RPL program could have registered fo? twelve hours instead of eighteen and incur
the same tuition and lee charges. More important, as .discussed above, relatively
few of the test taking pool graduate ahead of schedule.

Studies of the financial impact of time-shortened degrees on institutional
budgets assume that as students receive credit through RPL they will go on to
graduate early. As a resutt,!fewer sections of courses need be taught and instructional
costs may be reduced. For example, Arkansas State University eliminated 11
of English Composition I from 1969-70 to 1975-76,'while freshman enrollment increased

percent (McCluskey, n.d.). Over that approximate period, 60 percent of the
ASU students who took the CLEP English exam received at least 3 hours credit.

Furlong reports a cancellation of 41 sections of freshman English at Miami-Dade
Community College in the fall of 1972, apparently attributable to increased CLEP,
credit (1977). In his review of the CLEP program at Lehman College, Titilr(1974)
estimates that sufficient numbers of CLEP credits were awarded to yield a cost
savings of $47,880 to the college (for course sections not taught). Henicin (1980)
generates similar'calculations for North Carolina institutions. 'Finally, the
Carnegie Commission estimated that a straight forward three year baccalaureate
degree program could result in 10 to 15 percent fewer undergraduates and a similar
redu_tion in expenditures (1972). Savings in instructional costs from RPL programs,
bec!;_se of their more limited eligibility, would hardly approach the Carnegie total.

Again, these estimates do not accurately capture the effects of RPL programs on
t'Ae institutional budget. As discussed earlier, the evidence on the time-shortening
effects of RPL credit is riot persuasive: many who receive credit elect to, remain
for the entire four-year period. For example, the "savings" from fewer English
secticns at Utah wererapparently offset by the 'Costs of additional sections in
litenture (Furlong 1977). In Florida widespread reductions of course offerings does
rzzt aispear.to have rasulted. Seventy percent of public sei:tor administrators
',U%ated ro. major course changes (eliminations or advanced offerings) as a result
of CLEP ;Eurlong 1977). Of course, this pattern could change snould RPL programs
gain i1 popularity.

Se.cond, even accepting that some students do graduate early,. the institutional
.,..dget may be tiotened because the cost savings at the margin are slight and

institutional revenues fall with fewer students enrolled. The Florida public 'sector
administrators are very'aware of this potential impact'. Furlong reports that 70
;ercant favor sc.me change in public funding because of potentially reduced revenues.

studies focused on the financial effects of time-shortened degrees on state
f Jr.Jng argue that as successful RPL program participants enroll for fewer credit
num, subsidies to institutions and students may fall. For example, over five
,ears the state of Illinois "saved" an estimated $1 million in subsidies to community
collages. In Florida, the "savings "measured $6 million in 1974-75 alone (Furlong
137:). Estimates for individual institutions suggest substantial "savings" as well
(Stciliings, et. al. 1972, McCluskey, n.d.).
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-Again, these estimates tend to Mislead because they implicitly assume time-
shOrtened'degrees. Since as noted above the successful participants in RPL programs

,(CLEP) apparently elect to remain on campus for almost the entire term, FTE
enrollments and state subsidies would not be greatly affected. Indeed, in a recent
survey barely 40 percent of state policymakers anticipated,reduced student aid
outlays with increased use of time-shortened degree programs (Smart and Evans 1977).

For similar reasons, RPL programs are presumed to reduce the needor new
facilities construction.

. The Carnegie Commission estimated that one-third of the
capital costs An the 1970's. could have been eliminated with the adoption of a.
straightforward three-year baccalaureate (1972). In Florida, public sector college
administrators seem to concur with the apparent reduced need (Furlong 1977). But,
unless students elect to time-shorten their degree programs, no capital cost savings
would emerge. Wreover, except in those states experiencing population and/or
,enrollment growth,, the demand for capital expenditures in the near term should be,
minimal. The more common problem may well be underuse of facilities.

In summary, the evidence regarding time-shortening of degree programs appears
to'sugges1 that about 10 percent of RPL participants (the share with a_year's
worth of credit).do graduate earlier than their peers. Yet, the studies of theme
economic effects of time-shortening ignore these results, assuming that a credit
hour received through am RPL program will translate into one less regular credit
hour to be paid for by students,one less credit hour of instruction to be/paid for
by-institutions, and one less credit hour of schooling to be subsidize /by states..
This is just not. true.

.

Beyond the faulty assumptions about time-shortening responses of RPL participants,
the studies providing estimates of financial slayings assume,( gome implicitly) that
the reduction in credit hours taught will bring about Cost/savings equivalent to
average cost per credit hour of regular instruction. Among other things, these
calculations ignore the sizeable fixed costs incurr d'by institutions in the shoht
run.6

III. Changes in Field of Study and Cou se Selection Choices

Do students with RPL credit choose different fields of study, More (or fewer)
advanced courses, or more (or fewer) courses in the field from which they have .

received RPL credit? And, how do these choices affect institutional costs and
revenues? I examine the research in each area below..

Several institutional studies reveal differences in the distribution of field
of study choices between RPL program.participants and other students. At the
University of Florida, Legg andliebb (4976) found freshmen with CLEP credit were
more likely to be enrolled in business or social science curricula and less likely
to be miming science as a plan of study. eenitan'siiryiiqiFiTionCLE se among
Iniiing students (average age of 31) at the University of Pittsburgh produced
slightly different results., Recipients of substantial credit through CLEP (at least
30-credit hours) were about twice as likely to be enrolled-in social science and
science curricula as their peers without credit earned through RPL. On the other
hand, while 21 percent of the non-CLEP group (no RPL credit) chose business as a
field,of study, only 13 percent of the substantial CLEP-credit group were business
Majors (Meenihan 1976).. While the differences in the findings of these two studies
may result from the individual student or institutional attributes not considered in
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either (age of RPL participant, size of degree programs by field), neither provide
a basis. on which one can generalize the effects of RPL programs on the choice of a
field of study.

The findings related to the6effect of RPL programs on subsequent selection-bf
individual courses appear to be more consistent. Successful credit by exam participants

. apparently do take more-advanced courses. At Utah, for example, Increasing use of
CLEP attended the reduction in freshmen English sections and an increase in literature
sections (Furlong 1977). The very successful CLEP students studied by Caldwell
-enrolled,in advanced courses at the same rate as their similarly able peers'(1977).
Uiing an ETS-College Board survey of institutions receiving CLEP scores, Grandy
and Shea.(1976) report that at over half the institutions, a majority of those

'receiving CLEP credit took advanced courses in the same area (except for social
sciences and history). At Worcester State College, 49 percent of the successful
test takers planned to enroll in advanced courses in the same area (52-percent
actually did).

What can we conclude about the finandial consequences' of course selection
effects of RPL programs? For students, the effects relate primarily to potential

' later _economic successes. Similarly, unless state funding formulae are tied to
.FTE enroilmen by'course level, no. immediate financial impact on state subsidies
would occur.

.

For institutions, h ver, the cost consequences resulting from different
'field of studand course se ion choices may be more significant. If large

, numbers of students enroll in different courses or different fields in response to
RPL options, two levels of, reallocation of resources may be required, Both could

,involve greater costs. First, the increased demand for advanced courses will require
inter ive use ( -.11er lass sizes) of mo iv- 4.011sed faculty. Second,

if students are in 411-4111mwornro n itterent fields of study because orthe
alternatives afforded through"RPL programs, resources will need to be shifted from
ared5LdeP4rtments losing students to area /departments 'gaining students. Since many
Of these afladationdeiiranTiluii be made with an eye toward fixed-costs in declining
areas, the adjustmentS may be costly. Mdreover, Nelson (1974) has argued that the
natural intransigence of faculty to innovation plus an era of stable enrollment
and funding mitigates against substantial expansion of RPL programs. In any event, ...

differences, among academic areas in the concern about the suitability of and support
for RPL options creates a set of incentives to prospective students. As students
respondethe_need to adjust the allocation of resources, and the cost of these
adjustments, may be significant.

To date, no studies of these intra-institutional effects of Rh. programs have
been completed.

, IV. 41iiprbved Retention

Are students with RPL credit more likely to pecait11Jleareeggmoletion (and
at which institutions)? Does improved retention resulting from. RPL programs greatly
increase institutional revenues?

The evidence'from the accumulated research to dAe suggests students. With RPL
credit are more likely to persist than their peers. Kreplin's 1971 review of studies
indicated broad agreement on lower attrition rates resulting from credit by examination



placement. Subsequent studies, summarized in Furlong (1977), report similar results.In an attempt to compare students with a year of CLEP credit to. similarly able, non -CLEP students, Caldwell shows a marked'y better retention/graduation rate for theCLEP r ). He cautions that the difference may be overstated because he
cou d not track those who transferred. However, Losak (1978) notes higher two
year college graduation rates (69 percent,vs. 44 percent), higher University
enrollment rates '(51 percent as compared to 35 percent) and higher universitygraduation,rates (30 percent versus 15 percent) for CLEP credit recipients enteringMiami-Dade Community College compared to'a group of similarly, able students who,Aid not' receive CLEP credit. Unlike Caldwell, Losak did track those who left
schoolwfthout:a degree.

While these results suggeit improved retention overall and within an institution
which offers RPL credit, they do not address the related question of whether RPL
credit inhibits transfers among institutions. Moughamian (1976) argues (without
evidence) that standardized exam credit (eg., CLEP) more easily transfers than
regular course credit. On'the other hand, Caldwell suggests the greater retention
of students with CLEP credit at South Florida implies that fewer do transfer (1977).
The question remains unanswered.

SinceiMproved retention of RPL program participants could partly offset
enfollment declines associated with time-shortened degrees, the financial effects
'on institutions may-be quite important. Moughamian (1976) observes that state"
funding; in some cases, is based on mid-term enrollment. Lower attrition among
RPL program participants would "protect" the public subsidies in such cases. However,
none of the institutfonal studies have attempted to estimate the magnitude of the
tuition and public subsidy revenue attributable to improved retention rf recipients
of RPL'credit.

V. RPL Program Costs

A program'of RPLimpotes direct costs upon the postsecondary institution. Test
development and validation or portfolio assessments can be very expensive. But, even
using CLEP, AP, or other standardized tests; the grading, periodtc norming and
evaluation studies, test administration, and transcript recording expenses are not
insignificant costs. Jamison and Wolfe (1976) describe the economic context in
which the institutional costs of an RPL program can be evaluated. Their discussion
'usefully draws attention,to the links between alternate procedures (regular ;

instruction, credit by examination, portfolio assessment) and similar outputs.
In so doing, they'highlight the potential economies resulting from RPL options..
Several studies have attempted to make these comparisons.

Stallings, et. al. (19,72) estimate-the institutional costs of,providing credit
by examination for the University of Illinois at $63,000 ($7.09 per credit hour)

, in 1970:41. Significantly, the authors report the instructional cost per credit
hour measured more than $15. Therefore, assessment by examination apparently costs
less than assessment through regular instruction. At.Arkansas State University,
where the students pay a fee for taking CLEP, annual costs for the cest center
total less than $5,000, most of which is reimbursed by ETS (McCluskey n.d.). This
cost figure does not include the expenses for faculty validation and norming of the
test instrument (accounting for more than half of the annual expenses in the University
of Illinois program). Other earlier studies reviewed by Kreplin (1971) also excluded
the costs of faculty time in test development and norming.
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Sharon (1976) estimates the cost of assessment in experiential programs at
$200-$300 per student, but many of these programs, still in development, are likely
to be more expensive than academic assessment. A 1974 California State study of
experiential programs implied that the increase in student/faculty ratios for
assessment programs would bring per credit hour costs in the RPL program down
closer to the costs incurred in regular instruction (California State University
and Colleges 19751.. This latter study, unlike many of the others, implicitly
recognizes that marginal ccstL may differ from average costs in RPL programs. As
Windham (1980) suggests, the difference would be an important consideration for
the institutions implementing programs. However, no research studies to date
have explored this question.

VI. The Need for Further Research

The accumulated research answers only some of the questions about the
educational and financial effects of RPL, programs. The studies provide considerable
evidence to document the size of RPL's time-shortening (of degree programs) and
retention effects. However, the studies are especially weak in generating estimates
of the induced enrollment, choice of institution and choice of field of study effects
of RPL programs. Further, no completed study has adequately measured the financial
consequences of the educational choices resulting from, RPL programs.

-Two recent projects are filling in some of the gaps in research.

In 1979, the College Board initiated a broad study of the economic implications
of credit by examination (College Board 1979). The principal outcome of the work
of the project's advisory panel is the development of a method to realistically
assess the educational and economic consequences of RPL programs for students,
institutions, and the public. The method employs a student response model to
generate estimates of the numbers of individuals encouraged to enroll, to time-
shorten their degree programs, or to select courses in particular departments.
The estimated responses of individuals are then used to derive financial costs and
benefits. Unlike previoUs studies, however, the financial components are obtained
by examining the institutions own methods for allocating staff and space as well
as short run constraints on the allocation process. Further, actual tuition schedules
and state funding mechanisms are aced to generate student and state benefits and costs.
When implemented, this method will provide accurate and realistic estimates of the
costs and be, _fits associated with RPL programs.

A second study, f:iroposed by Wagner (1979), seeks to estimate the extent to
which awarded c.-edit by examination affects the enrollment in and duration .of
bacCalaureate programs of study. Wagner plans to use the National Longitudinal

,

Study of the High School C1agt of 1972 (NLS).7 The NLS contains questions on the
use of RPL programs.8 When combined with other respondent and institutional data,
this project may provide estimates of the effects of RPL programs on induced
enrollment and tare - shortened degrees across all types of institutions. However,
since the data refer to recent high school graduates, tile effect of RPL credit on
the attendance decisions of adults. will not be estimated.

Two other areas, unexplored in any past or current study, deserve attention.
'

I First, does po,Ocipation in RPL programs affect later career s 1-1SS2ALig11212yment,
salary," etc.)? Measures of these "oaERFFfects of RPL are necessary to confront
questtan5Mbout whether the programs are educationally sound. This study would
require data collected through at least the early working years from a matched



sample of college'students with and .without ,RPL credit. In effect, differences inearnings,betweenthosevith RPL credit who accelerated their degree programs andthose:without RPL credit who graduated on schedule would be examined. )Similar, .

analyses coud-be performed for those with RPL credit who revised the content, of .their academic program rather than graduating early.9

second line of research could probe institutional and faculty responses to -RPL programs. Studies ofinstitutional practices, continue to show wide variationin the use of RPL programs. A recent survey of admissions officers revealed thatdifferences in the use of the programs will likely continue into the 1980's (VanOusen 1980). Still,-no available research analyzes the influenceSon the supplyof RPL optiOns available to pretpective students. Specific questions-to be addressedinclude: Which institution or-faculty attributei appear to be associated with 'theadoption or emphasis of RPL options (e.g., size, tector,.ur6an. selective)? Doesthe state funding mechanism in the liaTIC sector appear to influence the Adoptionand use of RPL? How easily-are credits earned through RPL substituted for regular;course credit (e.g., in transferring from other institutions)? -An examination of'the -use of RPL programs Th states and-at institutions over time, using simple.regression
techniques, might provide some useful insights into the tignifiCance and size ofpotential influencing variables, (e.g., state, funding mechanisms, declining enrollments,etc.). Perhaps administrators inight wish to offer incentives to reluctant departments(along the lines of those in effect at the University of Pennsylvania).

--11)1. prograMs might well increase. in importance in the 1980's. For one thing,ldwer collegiate enrollments' will certainly follow the decrease in the size of traditionalcollege-age cohorts. Although this decrease-has been. anticipated, there is thk.morealarming, somewhat unexpected drop in enrollment rates from this-potential studentgroup. SoMe etonomists argue-the drop-in enrollment rates from 58 percent-in 1970 to48- percent in 1980 for 18 and 19 year old male high school graduates has resultedfrom an apparent decline in the-returns to a college degree, while others refer torapidly escalating tuition and other out-of-pocket costs of attendance as incomes risemore "slowly. RPL programs offer a means to soften the effect of these trends onenrollment rates, if successful participants now enroll becauSe a shOrter degree
programmeans-considerabTe cost savings (and-a higher rate _of return on the nvestmenti.
Moreover, the RPL option could ease perhaps the more important time constraint amongolder adults who'have not completed college. As the post war baby boom cohorts age,the latter group will represent an increasing reservoir of potential enrollees who
may-be induced to enroll if they receive credit as "rewards in the coin of the realm"
(0'Hearne 1972):---Too,_expanded-RPC programscould lead,to lower state subsidies (orat least-lower ar student subsidies), since state funding of publidinstitutions
enrollinent-driven.

Still, these potentialeffects on institutional and state'buddets remain
unknown." Without additional' research, informed decisiOds on the appropriateness
of RPL as an alternate means of assessing competencies are just not possible.
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Table 1

Participants in RPL Program's by
Sex, Race, and SES

(National Longitudinal Study of the High Sahool Class of 1972
2 1/2 Years After. High School Graduation)

' Male ,

Female

Race

White
Black
Hispanic
Am. Indian
Other

SES
.

Low
Middle
High,

Total -

Population
. RPL P.rograms

College .Work v . Special
in Advanced Exam

Placement .(CLEP, etc.)

100.0% 100:0% 100.0%' 100.0%

52.5 45.7 49.4 53.7
47.4 54.3 t 50.6 :46.3

1106.0% 100.0% 100.0% , 100.0%
, - ,r

85.6 80.5' 86.5 91.2
,8.1 11.2 7.2 ''' _ 3.4
'2.4 3.5 2.4 2%0

.5 . , 3.0 ., 2.0 1.6
3.3 1.8 11.9 1.7

106.0% 100.0% 100.b% 100.0%

1'3.5 7.5
...

10.0- 9.6
445.2 37.7 32.0. 33.8
41.2 54.8 58.0 . 56.7

SOURCE: National .Center for Education Statistics
.. Tabular Summary of Second Follow-U0

Questionnaire uatai T911:

O
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NOTES

I would like tc. thank John Valley for providing access to numerous unpublished
studies. Of course, any errors ofomission or commission are' mine alone.

1. The paper draws heavily from recent reviews, of available research contained
in Valley (1978; 1980). Much of this work relates to one type of RPL program --
credit by examination. Although limiting, to some extent, the conclusions which
can be drawn about the effects of 'other types of RPL programs, the available.
research on credit by examination accurately reflects the volume of and interest
in this particular RPL program.

2. In part, the programs are validated by the'satisfactory performance of program .

participants in their subsequent academic programs (see, e.g., Losak 1978).
Readers interested in the results of .norming and validity studies for credit
by examlnation programs such as the College Board's CLEP should consult .

Valley (1980) and Flaherty (1981), and references cited there.

3. Few stUdiet of the effects of RPL programs on subsequent career advancement, and
salaries are available. Sever al rely on student perceptions (Losty and
Gardiner 1978; Losak 1978; Watsky 1978; and Pringle and Murphy 1980). Beshiri
(1978) finds participants in Florida International's Ekternal Degree program -

fare as well as traditional graduates im-career advancement. Tully (lJ77)
compared the graduation rates, promotion-rates, and salaries of CLEP credit
recipients and non-CLEP participants enrolled in a special master's degree
'program for vocational teachers. While graduttion rates and salary increases
were comparable for the two groups; CLEP credit recipients were almost twice as
likely to be promoted to higher rank than their peers (53.7 percent vs,., 28.9
percent). Tully made no attempt to control for 'other individual attributes
(such as. aptitude) which_could have.affected-the promotion decision.

4. 'See State Education Department (1975), Blanchard (1971), and Tully (1976) for
a discussion and review of hi'gh school-college programs. Nyquist,-et. al. (1977) ,

' describes three external degree programs in some detail. An inte:esting 9

discussion'of assessment of learning in industry training programs can be found
in Duffy, (1977).

5. Abraham (1979) discuSses potential barriers to participation in credit,by
examination. programs among the disadvantaged.

,

6: These studies also ignore potentially increased expenses for counseling (see,
, e.g., Trivett 1975; Stark 1973;. Furlong 1977)..

.7. Surveyed initially in the spring of 1972 (and followed up after) 1/2, 2 1/2.,
4 1/2'and 6 1/2 years), the 20,000 respondents provided detailed information on
current plans and aspirations, current activities, academic progress, and family
demographic and economic attributes. High school and college characteristics
(including information on credit by examination policies) and local labor market
data will be. merged With the student data.

8. The National Center for'Education Statistics recently began a second lonOtudinal
study (High School and Eley,-9nd) which surveyed high school, seniors and sophomores.
in 1980. Initial plans for the'first follow-up of 1980 seniors, scheduled for
1982, include three detailed questions on the use of RPL programs. Unfortunately,
the, follow -up appears to be a victim of the new administration's budget cutting.
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9. The 1972 NLS data base contains sufficient infcrmation on earnings during the
early post-college career -to -test for any harmful (or beneficial) effects
of time shortening through RPL.program participation. However, since
information on the respondent's college course selection was not obtained, the
study of the effects of course seledtion on outcomes would not be possible.

,
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Abstract

This paper develops a model, in the form of questions and subquestions,
that may be used to evaluate the impact on students and student bodies
of programs recognizing the-prior learning of students and.the award of
credit and/or advanced standing.
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In the,early part of the decade-of the 1970s, American postsecondary

education expended considerable energy inevelOping programs to shorten 'thetime required by students to, obtain a bachelor's degree. Some of these
programs focused on alternatives to the'traditional nine-month, four-yeartime-span of student attendance. Othepffocused on ways to reduce the numberof courses students mustcomplete through a variety of programs recognizing
learning that students had previously obtained outside the College classroom.
Substantially all of these programs had as their primary motivating force thebelief that there was less than efficient allocation and utilization of
resources (financial, physical, and intellectual), and a desire to acceleratethe entry of college educated and trained young people into the worlds of workand advanced learning.

The conditions which existed when most of these programs enjoyed theirgreatest growth provided very good moral and financial justification for theiruse:- enrollments were climbingclassrooms were full, and placing qualified
,students out of crowded introductory orelementav courses and into smaller

. elective courses operated to the benefit of all. The decade of the 1980s,
howeVer, is bringing changes to the demographics of students and to the econo-
micsof institutions that call into question some of the assumptions under-
girding these programs. With fewer 18-year olds 'graduating from American highschool each year over the next fifteen, colleges are reluctant to give up
tuition- paying vfell-time equivalents" any sooner than they have to.

At the same time new forces countervail in lavor of such programs. In- ,creasing numbers of,out-of-school adults are returning to (or, for the first
time, entering)- postsecondary education to upgrade skills, increase earning

prepare,for career change, or simply to learn how to enjoy leisuretime more fully. These adults are receptive to programs which provide credit
for'prior learping or abilities gained from life experiences. The institutionshave come to view such programs as important recruiting devices and as a meansof providing some financial assistance to this increasingly important part ofthei'future market.

Understanding the impacts of programs to recognize prior learning (RPL),therefore, is becoming a mandatory part of institutional planning. -Clearly,the process dip evaluating the costs and benefits of alternative methods of
assessing and accrediting prior learning involves the measurement of two
sparate and distinct implications of-he activity: the dollars and cents
financial costs, and the-human and personal educational costs. A separate
paper examines the financial aspects of the problem. In this paper, the
impact.of RPL programs on students is discussed, and 7,,ode1 for examining
personal benefits and costs is developed.

Developing answers for the educational questions which comprise theemodel
will require significant data collection. Determining what Students actually
,do with the credit they receive will, in most cases, call for a longitudinal
study to determine whether they have enriched their academic programs through
taking more sequent courses than othen.ise would have been possible, or by
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taking courses out of their own area of specialization. Such studies, in
addition to the obvious time requirements, call for fairly sophisticated study
techniques including matched-pair,groups, regression analysis,- etc.

It is expected that institutional researchers interested in completely
evaluating the costs of alternative programs will deal with these methodological
problems. There will remain, however, some potentially serious evaluative
questions. While senior administrators at an institution may have little
difficulty evaluating a finding that "X" program results in a net loss to the
institution of "Y" dollars for every credit given, they may not 'be so likely to
agree on the value of a finding that "X" percent of the students granted credit
in "it" program complete their degree programs in 3.5 years while the remaining
"Z" percent of students enrich their programs and actually remain for 4.5 years.
Determihation of the educational costs will require.much more subjective evalua-
tion (and "valuation") of outcomes than is,necessary with the financial implica-
tion. Evaluating the "Social" outcomes of the RPL process will, in short, require
that Value judgments be made.

The primary question td be addressed is: What are the educational costs
and benefits of alternative programs for assessing and accrediting prior learning?
A seven member committee composed of economists, educational researchers and
directors of collegiate assessment offices met on three separate occasions over
the period of a year to discuss, debate and refine the major questions that would
have to be addressed to realize an answer to the primary question -- andsto =

develop a series.of'minor questions under each major question. The primary,
major and minor'questions which were identified are as follows -- and these
questions, taken together, form the analytical model:

PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL QUESTION: .

What are the educational costs and benefits of alternative programs for assessing
and accrediting prior learning?

MAJOR QUESTION I:

What are the changes in the quality of students enrolled at the
institution because of programs recognizing prior learning?

MINOR QUESTIONS:

I.1 What changes occur in the number of higher quality students
who are admitted to the institution because of increased

(numbers of applications generated by programs recognizing
prior learning?

1.2 What changes occur in the number of higher quality students
who, once admitted, actually enroll at the institution
because of programs recognizing prior learning?
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1.3 Whau other changes occur in the.quality of students at the
. institution because of programs recognizing prior learning?

MAJOR QUESTIONS Ii':

What are.the'changes in the quality of the educational experience the
.student receives at the institution that .are attributable;to programs
recognizing prior learning?

MINOR QUESTIONS':

II.1 What changes in the student's choice of major field of study
Occur because of programs recognizing prior learning?,

11.2 What changes in the number of credits earned by students occur
because of .programs recognizing prior learning?

II.2.A the total number of credits earned during undetgraduate study?

IX.2.B the total number of credits earned in the upper division?

II.2.0 the total number of credits earned in the major field of study?

11.3 What changes occur in the "breadth" of the student's academic
program because of programs recognizing prior.leaing?

What changes occur in the composition of enrollments indifferent
types and levels of courses because of programs recognizing.
prior learning?

What changeS occur in the match bewen.faculty competendies.
and their teaching responsibilities because of programs
recognizing prior learning?

11.6 'What other changes occut.in the quality of student's educational,
experiences because of programs recognizing prior learning?

MAJOR QUESTION III:

Yhat are the changes in student academic performance attributable to
programs recognizing prior learning?
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'MINOR QUESTIONS:

III.1 What effect do programs recognizing prior learning cause in
student's overall academicperformance?

III.1,A; is measured-by.giade-point average or rank-in-class?
.

II.1:13 as measured by performance, on external measures such
as the Graduate Recbrd Examination?

111.2 What effects do programs recognizing prior learning cause in
student performance.in.sequent courses?

'
4 .

111.3 What'effects do programs recognizing prior'learning cause in
student persistence to program completion? 1

-111.4 What other effects do programs recognizing prior learning
cause in student academic performance?

MAJOR (QUESTION IV

What are the changes in student post-graduate activity and behavior
attributable to programs recognizing prior learning?

MINat QUESTIONS'

IV. What changes occur in the number and kinds of postgraduate
options considered by studenti because of programs recognizing
prior learning?

1..

1V.2 What changes occur in the number and kinds of students who are'
admitted tp graduate and professional schools because of programs
recognizing. prior learning?

IV:3 What changes occur in the first employment experience of students
because of programs recognizing prior' learning?

1V.4 What other changes occur in postgraduate activity and behavior
becaUse of programs recognizing prior learning?.

In viewing these questions, two distinctionS must be made: ne is the type of
student being considered and the other is the category of college or university
under consideration. The two student groups requiring different consideration
are the traditional-aged student enrolling on a full-time basis and the older
or adult student studying on a part-time basis. The institutional distinctions
are between two-year and four-year colleges, and selective and open-admission
'institutions. Some elaboration on these distinctions is helpful as administrators
or faculty seek to use the model.
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The student differentiation is most obvious: older students attend college
for mare practical and specifiC purposes than their younger counterparts. The
social, fraternai,and athletic goals, of the traditional-aged student are not
part of the adult student's concern; certification, occupational improvement or
rounding-out a liberal education Are the most frequently stated concerns of older
.students. Additionally, the preponderance-of adult students attend college -on
a part-time basis, and view their degree attainment in terms approaching a decade -
rather than in years. Accordingly, RPL-serves primarily As.a method of time-
shorteningtdwards'a degree. the questions in the student, model relating to
taking' the requisite number of years to complete a degree despite receiving
advanced- standing, or tatting courses Outside of one's major, or the effect of
-RPL'on academic performailce all relate primarily to the traditional-aged
full -time student.' It is possible therefore, to view valid RPL programs as a
nearly totals good for adult students: it facilitates their entry into higher
education and their degree completion, but detracts minimally from their
educational goals. and attainment.

.

The effectof -institutional type in using the student model is also important.
Two-year institutions- will witness the,least impact on students of RPL programs:
the degree and certification goals of two-year college students are generally
quite speCific, and the receipt of credit or advanced standing will not normally
effect any change. Additionally, the time for experimenting with different courses
is limited by the 60-credit degree requirement. The one area of interest -in two-

, year college impact of RPL would be on the transfer (4-year college going rate)
and employment rate of RPL vs. non-RPL students.

Open-admissions,. institutions 'face problems different from selective institu-
tions. The selective,' more prestigious colleges devote a considerable amount of, -

time to degree content and the meaning of general education; we have only to- recall-
the intense faculty discussion of degree requirements at Harvard to realize this-
fact. Therefore, RPL student choice in taking less courses in a major field or
completing a "four-year" prograd in'two7and-a-Kalf or three years is of great
concern. Something of value is "lost" when a student is on-campus for less than
the four-year period. Open-admission institutions, on the other hand, generally

'possess a more'flexible and occupationally oriented-curriculum. They will not
'be as, much concerned with student shifts within the curriculum as with student
outcomes at the time of degre,e completion; jobs obtained and/or graduate schools
attended may prove of greater importance than sequent courses taken 01 time for
degree completion.

The purpose of the discuesion'above is to indicate that the model need not
be, in most cases, applied in its totality. Institutions should,select carefully
those RLP student concerns which interest them most, and develop the data
collection and analysis techniques only for' those questions of highest value.
The model is offered as a full smorgasbord, and colleges should take only that
amount which satisfies their appetite.
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I should like to close thiS paper with.a brief comment on the questions
which constitute the model and the data collection processes. The'model 'alls
for measuring'the "quality" of students admitted underRPL programs and tracking
their educational,progreSs through college., As noted in an accompanyin paper
recommending iresearch agenda for,RPL programs, there is "little info ation"

research in this area is related to the sensitivity involved in s ecifying and

on the-effect of RPL programs. I would sugkett.that theApaucity of data collection
'and

Measuring "quality" in students. 'It involves the utilization of high school graded,
test scares, and other measures of quality that smack of elitism. F/urther, it
would-be very difficult. to obtain from a faculty senate, or other academic body'
'concerned with admission, objective measures of qualities sought 0 undergraduate
'students, particularly at the top range of abilities. If colleges, in most 4

instances, are unable to specify objectively the type of student/they are seeking,
then it becoies even more difficult to define the student body pmposition antici-
pated from RPL programs. An additional level of complexity is/establishing "cut-
scores" or levels of perforMance on RPL programs. It is not Ourprising, therefore,
that little research in, or 'management of, RPL programs has occurred, ThuS may it
be always.

/
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Abstract

The award of university credits and. advanced placement for priorlearning experiences obviously involves potential benefits andcosts for students, educational institutions and the public. Thispaper examines the nature of these effects and their probableincidence. The implications for institutional and public policyare 'surveyed.
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THE ECONOMICS OF RECOGNIZING PRIOR LEARNING *

Douglas M. Windham I

4-
theiliterests of academic .scholars and of ,educational

administistors in the various systems which have evolved in the
last two decade6 to allow for,the evaluation.Of prior learning
experiences of college and university students has recently changed
from a matter of polite interest't6 one of sharp concern. The
'Matters of concern can be divided, into issues representing what I
*Ouid describe as-intellectualiy*high" and "low" roads.. The
"high". road considerations-:relate to the questioning of the ability
of any examination.,or other evaluative instrument to ,substitute
for liheqearning ekperienceS.of the classroom;, to the tahger of
such degrees -= totally or predominantly granted by examination or
exemption--devaluing the meaning of the, baccalaureate ,and /or
allbwing for fraudulent actions against students
or future employer's; to,the potential. abilse of subh syStems if=they' are used%as a competitive' device among institutions to attract
students;. and to the controversy concerning, the equity ofa system
which, while not exi,licitly biased by'social class,,does,tend to.,

.'be;, perceived by many as a program predominantly for the economically
--- advantaged.,

The "low road"'consideratiOns are those having to do with
the financial self interests of academics and administrators.
would not imply 'that these concerns,are not legitimate-matters for
educators to,pcnderl. the "low" connotation refers only to 'the fact.that 'it is not the educational effect on students which receives
primary emphasis here but the institution's or the academic's self-

-interest. With or 'without the pejorative Connotation, the
divergence in theser,motivationS-of participants in the present
reexamination of prior learning credits must be recognized. Thisis especially important in that a significant portion of the

=

*The first section of the paper is adapted from the author's
"The Economics of Credit Exemption," in Credit by ExaminationComes of Age (New York: College Entrance Examination Board,
0:981), pp. 95-105.
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current interest, expressed by educators in terms. of objective'
educational issuest.may have their source in primarily self-
interested financial considerations. The concomitance of the
recent higher' education recession and the sudden widespread
questioning of a program"Which heretofore was aodepted by most
participants (if not actually strongly endorsed) is the basis
for my cynicism.

Before proceeding,,it would be useful here to distinguish
among the major forms of recognizing. prior learning (RPL). Long
before national systems of evaluation were instituted many colleges
and universities already had/established programs allowing
-exemption--with or without credit toward,distributional requirements
or graduation. In the early 1950's the College Entrance Examination
Board,: with the assistance of the Carnegie Foundation, created the,
Advanced Placement Program (APP) which allowed stwdents in high
school to take courses which would, folloiving successful completion
of examination' requirements, eventually count toward college
graduation. More recently, the College Level-Examination Program
(CLEP) has been created to allow for a more general evaluation:. ..of prior learning experiences as a basis fOr granting post-
secondary educationarcredits. the CLEP programs have expanded.
rapidly, and in recent years involved over 100;000 candidates who
registered for approximately 250,000 examination's.* <-

These figures indicate that thiconcern that these
prograMs may reduce the effectiye demand for higher education is notpoorly founded. Before proceedihg to a discussion of the possible
effects of the widespread_adoption of APP and CLEP, one additional

.system of RPL should be Mentioned. This is the. early admission._
device whereby an institution of higher education allows a rtudent
to enter as a'freshman after completing the eleventivgrade The,
student then pursues a.normal college.program. Early admission
is a potentially important' alternative toother-formsCf-credit
exemption because, in contrast to the APP -and CLEP programs, the
college or university suffers no loss of revenue 'or demand for

*In comparison, 'the APP program in 1977 involved 82,700
students and slightly over 105,000 examinations (with 1672 collegesparticipating in the program). No national data is available on
individual institutional programs.
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'its instzuctional or related services. The fact that early
admission programs allow the recognition of prior learning
experiences while shifting costs to the secondary schools (which
lose full-time equivalents because of fewer twelfth grade students)
has already made them controversial. If expanded to offset -Ole
potential effects of ARP and CLEP activities, a serious conflict
will arise between the interests of secondary school systems and
post-secondary sdhoOl institutions.

At preSent there is no-data base which would allow one
to evaluate tree 'amount and drcidence of the costs and benefits
associated with the APP, GILT, and early admission programs
"respectively. Studiea by Meyer (1975), Jamison and Wolfe (1976),
MoCluskey (1976),'and Kimmel (1976) have raised issues and posited
models far such, an analysis'. The recent work commissioned by the
College Board (John R. 'Valley, editoz, 1978) has advanced this'
effort by presenting afternatiVe research designs for the -

evaluation of the financial impact of prior learning recognition.

( , In this paper; I will attegt to preSent a synthesis of
selected parts of this literature while incorp6raiing my own
perception of the appropriate emphasis that. should be given to the
various parts. The concern here will be the effects of the programs;
no attempt. will be made to evaluate the legitimacy of RPL activities
as, a basis' for placement or credit and'no attempt wirbe made to
evaluate the procedures or instruments used in such programs. This
does not imply a failure to recognize 'the importance or even
primacy'of such ,issues; it .is only.tarecognition that this-paper
is only. one of a set of papers dealing with the controversy over
crect by examination and related devices and that colleagues
whose training is more suitable for the evaluation'of these other
questions are already at:work.

In,evaluating a prior learning. recognition program one
ideally, Would differentiate the level and incidence of costs and
.benefits among students, institutions, and society. It would also
be alcipropriate.to show whether certain subgroups of students and/
or institutions receive an unusual portion of the benefits or bear
an unusual. portion of the costs. Societal concerns deal mainly
with the effect of credit-exemption programs on tax support for
higher education and income or class redistributional and user/
nog-user inequalities.

,z1.
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Any.program evaluation of RPL must begin with answersto the following questions4-

(1.) Who is eligible for RPL and who succeshfullYtakes advantage of it?

(2)' In what manner is RPL granted?

(3) Is Rks used for exempting. course requirements anddistributional credit but not for graduation?
(4) Is RPL usedqfor reducing the total course'load forgraduation and, if so, does this reduction affecttuition payments,by'the student?

The answer to the first question is necessary if we areto examine the assertion (0,Hearne, 1972) that the credit exemptionprogram has a primary effect as a cost-reducing "scholarship" foracadiMically.able students. 'Giveh the correlation in our societiesbetween, incomes, ethnicity, or aace and 'certain academic disadvan-.takes, this effect could be seen as a source of controversy. -Forexample, if high income ovwhite.students are shown to receive adisproportionate share'Of RPL credits (through whichever prOgram),the effect could be to inflate the rate of return to higher educationfor that group.(to the extent exemptions reduced time and 6instructional'fees)., Defenders of RPL are then faced with the'uneasy task of-weighing:the
individual gains of,some studentsagainst the offsetting costs in terms of the achievement ofsocietal goals for greater income, ethnic and racial equalityAn higher, educatiohal access.*

' r

The second question is necessary becuse different.institutions.provide credit exemption in different forms. Ifcredit exemption is 4sed,onl all"owto albw the student to bypass'certain introductory courses but does not affect distrij)utionalor graduation requirements, the effect on total institutional

*The solution of such a conflict is, of course, not,necessarily to restrict credit exemption. As in most highereducational' problems of equality, the source and the solutionlie in the earlier educational system and the home.

V
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demand as'well as-the demand for individual.defertment
instructional personnel will be minor. In contrast, if RPL
affects distributional'requirements there is a potential for a,
redirection of demand for instruction from those departments
whose courses are exempted to others. This is in addition to
thebbvious effect of RPL reducing the demand for faculty who
offe* introduCtory courses. The latter has a potentially serious
eftedt on therdemand for teaching assistants and thereby on the
ease.J.with which graduate students can finance their education.

. Finally, if RPL credit is allowed toward graduation
'requirethents there is the potential for a decrease in the demand
tor course offerings in general. If the students are able to
reduce the total number of quarters or semesters for which they
haveto be registered, they will reduce tuition payments and the
CIJEP (or CLEP-type dridAPP).programs will reduce institutional
revenue's. Concomitantly, there will be a potential 'for an aggregate
decline in the demand for instructional and support services.

4 This analysis is only a partial evaluation of potential
results. The.prediction of possible effects. will be complicated
'by, a variety of factors,' For example, students who receive RPL
credit toward graduation may enroll in.the same number of college
terms and take fewer courses in certain quarters or 'semesters.*
Sonde students may use RPL credit to expand their programs. and
voluntarily take other courses than would havg been possible

_:without:the exemption program. In.both.cases tuition payments .

)ole the same as without RPL but the former case-would involve
a reduction in the demand for instructional services.

The situation is further complicaited when one considers
the*case of part-tithe students, 4 rapidly increasing proportion

*The tuition effect depends on the structure of tuition
charges. Most institutions in the United States charge full
tuition for some.minimUm number of undergraduate course hours (for
example, twelve course hours per quarter or semester). Full-time
students often take fifteen or even eighteen hours in a term with-
out increasing the required ,tuition. Because of this tuition
structure, a student may, reduce the,hours taken because of credit
exemption and not affect the tuition paid to the institution.



of the higher education market. For such students, tuition isusually more closely linked to the actual number of coursestaken in a particular term. Because of this,, and the-unlikelihoodof partztiirre.r6tudents being willing to take more courses than are
required for graduation, RPL programs are likely to reduce tuitionreceipts and the demand for instructional and support services forthis clientele.

As in the analysis of most demand situations, there isthe possibility that any reduCtion in demand as aresuit of anRPL program may b \o.fset by an increase in demand fcg. institutionalservices causedcbyt w students being attracted to higher education
NI,:

(or to a particular institution) because of the availability Ofcredit exemption. There is reason to doubt whether RPL programswill increase the aggregate.demand for education significantly
enough to offset the probable tuition losses. However, the .paucity of data and research in this area Means'that there is
little actually knOwn about the scale or incidehce of these

. .setdnd order' effec'ts.

While the foregoing has emphasized the uncertain'institutional impact of.the process of RPL the effect on studentsis more apparent. With only one important exception, RPL programs-would appear to-be to the behefit of students. The students mayreduce tuition payments and/or save time; they may reduce requiredredundancies in their academic prograMs and/or enroll in more
enrichment courses;'and they .may at the very ledst be able tostructure their academic prograts to suit better their own
perception, of their abilities and needs.

One possible'exception to this sanguine expectationis that credit exemption may dilUte the quality of educatiort4 .received. If learning rather than graduating is the primary
determinant for life success, and if 'Credit exemption doesreduce learning by foregoing classroom experiences,. then credit'exemption could be a. potential Cost to students. However, thismatter remains' open to sharp questioning and, where credit
exemixgon leads to enriched rather than Shortened college careers,is poOsibly irrelevant.

DATA SEEDS

" ,The 'purpose of this section of the paper is to discusswhich forms of financial data appear necessary to the economic

I
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analysis of RPL and how they would be used in a full impact model.
The follAwing are the categorieS'of required financial data
identified:

(1) state funding' formulae;

(2) internai'allocation formulae,

(3) financial aid treatment of RPL students;

(4) tuition schedules;

(5) enrollment related student costs and revenues;

(6) direct costs arid' revenues of the RPL programs..0

Before discussing these items individually, it is
important-to state that ft is understood that wide differencesmay exist in the .effects of individual RPL progre oil this
analysis. What is described here is a comprehensive model;.in
actual practice certain forms of data may prove to ta more
expensive to collect than their value to the analysis can justify.

(1) State Funding Formulae -

Lcrucial matter of concern to publicly assisted
institutions will be the treatment of RPL credits in the state
assistance formulae. Even if ditect,revenues from the administration
of'RPL programs continue to offset costs (see discussion under_point #6 below), institutions with substantial RPL credit
assignment will face a possible reduction in FTE student registrations.Under most-existing models of state aid the effect will be to reducethe amount of state funds received by the institution. Becauseinstitutions of 'higher education are faced with a large proportionof fixed contractural obligations, fiscal hardship may ensue.

46It is possible that the governmental authority, if
convinced of the academic merit of RPL and of the tax-savingfeature of shorter educational careers for state-aided students,
might be persuaded to alter the aid system to assist institutionsin the transitory adjustment process which will result from a
simultaneous increase in RPL provisions and a decrease in the
demographic base for higher edudation. Unfortunately, legislative
behavior in the recent past does not support an assumption of

68
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this kind. Institutions May have to be prepared, therefore, to
live with the present aid'system.

While the fiscal effect of RPL shortened educational :
careers may be negative for the institution in terms of state
aid, a possible offset exists where: (a) RPL leads to substitution
of upper level or lower level courses, and. (b) the state formula
provides greater state assistance per PTE.at the upper level.
Through a combined use of the outcomes of the student response
model* and of the terms of state assistance, it is relatively easy
to calculate the expected fiscal result of specific RPL programs.

(2) Internal Budget Allocation Schemes -

Even in those cases where RP;J programs do not effect the

C)

total demand for courses there will usually be a shift from
introductory to upper level courses and from those departments which
ffer the basic 'studies requirement (e.g., history and English) to

other departments. Just as in the case of state aid, the effect of
intra-ins-uitutional formulge for allocating faculty, staff, and
'related expenditures must be analyzed. Again, this requires
combiningthe results of the student response model to the regulations
for internal fund allocations.

jt should be obvious that the financial effects hire are
especially sensitive to'the nature of credit extension under RPL.
If credit exemption carries with it a rdquitement to take another
course in the same department then inter-departmental effects. will
result only if upper -level courses receive greater credit in the
allocation formula (RPL granting departments would have the same
number of students but more funds). Even if no inter-departmental
effects occur, intr'a-departmental relatiohb may change. The greater
importance of upper-level courses will increase the demand for
senior versus junior faculty and for faculty versus graduate teaching
assistants. The latter result would have implications for graduate
financial aid programs, of course.

(3) Financial Aid Treatment of RPL Students

If RPL programs result in fewer terms of attendance, then
students will have lower tuition and living costs and should there-
fore demand less national, state, local, and institutional financial
aid. If full-time and part-time students continue to receive current
treatment under existing financial aid schemes, the institution's
main effect should be a decregse over time in the demand for its
own discretionary, aid resources.

*Discussed in the Wagner and Arbeiter papers.
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If RPL programs do not affect length-of attendance
or if the demand-inducing effect of RPL offsets the shorter terms of
al.tendance, then the net effect on financial aid activity will be
less meaningful.' If the demand effects are highly responsive to

, RPL the institution could find even-heavier burdens placed on its
dis'oretionary aid sources.

.

. Of the various probabilities, the.most likely is for RPL
to have .a neutral to slightly beneficial effect on the financial
aid operations of institutions. This is.a question that.will be
rearlved by research on student responbes to RPL and institutional
treatment of UT., students in competitions for financial aid.

(4) Tuition Schedules -

The system of setting tuition and related fees can have
an important impact upon the financial results of RPL programs.
The important considerations are: (a) whether the institution
charges the same tuition to all undergradUates or varies tuition
by department and/or level of study and (b) Whether tuition schedules
are per hour of credit of scaled upward to a maximum with students
allowed zero marginal costs for credit hours beyond the tuition
maximum. If the same tuition is charged to all undergraduates, then
no revenue effects willbe generated by the RPL program unless
students shorten their educational careers. Wheie differential
tuition is' charged for ,certain' more expensive courses of study, the
effect of RPL is neutral or revenue-generating depending upon the
flow of students from low tuition to high tuition courses because of
RPL. If students pay higher tuition for upper level courses, then
the RPL effect, for reasons noted 'earlier, will .generate greater
tuition revenue as proportionately more students enroll in upper
level courses.

increasingWith the increasing discussion of differential tuition
schedules within institutions, the'effects noted here are important
for planning purposes even thouel most institutions do not use

.such fee systems at present. It should be noted that in the present
financial aid environment increased tuition levels will have a
positive effect on the amount of external financial aid received
by an institution. The, other economic and demographic realities
of the current market for students have discouraged the use of the
tuition/financial aid lever but it must be considered in any
analysis of potential impacts of RPL schemes.

/(5)- Enrollment Related Student Costs and Revenues -

In the short run, institutions have large fixed
commitments to a certain type and number of faculty, student
housing, classroom facilities, recreational areas, etc., which

lo,



cannot be altered to match enrollment changes,ar distributional
, variations that may result from RPL programs. If RPL programs
are shown by the student, response research to have these effects,
the' institution will fade either an increase in per student fixedcost or problems ofsimultaneous excess capacity in some programs
and facilities and shortage in others.

The latter effect will differ from higher education's
normal slow response to changes in student demand in that theproblems will arise more rapidly under introduction or expansionof an RPL program. The present financial environment for these
institutions is such that administrators will be placed in
especially difficult circumstances if the enrollment effects of RPLare substantial and negative.

(8) Direct OOsts'and Revenues of the RPL Program

The last area of financial' information concerns the net
operating cost to the institution for RPL itself. While variousindividuals have asserted that RPL programs are self-financing, nodetailed full -cost accounting information ha's been presented toassure this; It shay be that present RPL programs cover marginalbut not average cost of operation and, if so, this is an important
consideration for institutional planners.

Part of the "efficiency" in the present operation ofRP.L may be related io national test systems and fee sharing between
the test service and institutions'. If truth-in-testing legislation
or internal pressure.for faculty administered exams should changethis arrangement, would RPL remain a fiscally neutral program'forinstitutions? If not, could the increased costs of the tests beshifted to the students' or would it have to be absorbed by theinstitution? One of the most useful outcomes from this research
would bea measure of the relative cost-effebtiveness of differentRPL programs when used for different student groups.

The data needs discussed here are required for analysisof RPL in those cases where-the student response model indicates
that enrollment changes occur in aggregate or in-a distributionalsense. If university policy and/or student behavioral patternsare such that the students are seen to change neither the amountof credit taken nor course-level and type then financial impactfails to be a critical issue.

Any group undertaking a study of RPL financial impactsshould be able to design a check list of institutional policieswhich would detect whether,RPL analysis is even necessary. Then,the student response model will determine the significance of
further anglysis of the financial variables..

1 1.
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SUMMARY OF PROtABLE EFFECTS

Table One pfesents a summary of the possible effects of
the different formS of RPL upon institutions and students. The symbols
used are as follows': a plus (+) represents a probable benefit;
a questionable plus (+?)-represents a likely but uncertain benefit;
a minus (-) represents a probable loss; a questionable minus '(-?)
represents a likely but uncertain loss; a zero (0) indicates no
benefit or loss is expected; and an asterisk (*) indicates internal
redistribution...among levels and dePartments.

Seven alternative higher education 'programs for granting
credit for earlier achievement are listed in the first column of
Table One: three forms of the.AP program, three forms of CLEP-
type credit by examination programs, and the early adMission program.
As column two indicates, secondary schools are largely unaffected in
terms of costs or benefits (when, these effects are restricted to the
impact on the "full-time Equivalen9y" funding base used in most
states) except in the case of colleges and universities allowing
eleventh grade graduates to enroll as first -pear higher education
students. The present.small scale of early admission. programs should
not lead one to discount too highly the potential impact if higher
eudcation institutions should expand early admission as a means of
alleviating some of the potential "costs" of APP-CLEP prograMs. The
AP program may have a higher unit costfor secondary schools then
does the tradi ional curriculum but tIere is no evidence that this
margin is substantial. The existence of APP and CLEP programs may
increase retention of students and,their,leveis of,mbtivation and
these should be recognized as possible positive effeets for secondary
schools. Early admission possibilities Could increase motivation
but would not have-a strong enough effect on high school retention
rites to Offset the negative effect of student's lost for their full
senior year.

For higher educational institutions, Table One indicates
why such substantial concern exists about the APP and CLEP programs.
While.the use of RPL tests for placement or,to alter distributional
requirements may cause internal reallocation of demand for
instructional services, the serious fiscal threat is in the. reduction
of the number of tuition-bearing courses required for graduation.
As explained earlier, to the extent that this reduces' tuition
receipts, it is the universi.6y or college which is financing the
shortening of the student's program. The incentive for these
institutions to emphasize increases use of early admission is obvious;
in this latter case the costs are ,73hifted to the secondary school
system.

The effect on students has been divided in Table One into
three parts: the effect of RPL on the time required for graduation,'
on direct costs of education, and'on the quality of education
received. The patterns in this part of Table One indicate a strongly
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THE INCIDENCE OF EFFECTS OF RPL PROGRAMS

INCIDENCE OF EFFECTS
On Secondary Schools
(FTE's/Demand for
Instructional Sevvices)

on
HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

on

INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS'

Tuitioh Demand'for
Receipts Instructional Services

Time Direct Cost Quality of
Savings Savings Education

ADVANCED PLACEMENT
PROGRAM (APP)

N I. Placement Only
tl. For Distributional

'Exemption Only
III. For .Credit toward

Graduation

0

0

1

+?

+?

+? +?

COLLEGE -LEVEL

EXAMINATION PROGRAM
(CLEF)

I. Placement Only 0
II. For-Distributional

Exemption Only 0
III. For Credit toward

Graduation 0

EARLY ADMISSION
PROGRAMS

0 0

0

-? -?

0'

0

+

o + ?. .

o +? 7 4-

1
+? +?
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positive effedt of RPL in all three dimensions of student impacts.
Time is either reduced or unaffected; costs are either reduced or
unaffected; and the quality dimension appears positive. The
uncertainty about quality stems from questions concerning the
ability of the testing prograts of'APP, CLEP, or of individual
institutions) to assure that successful .students are prepared forthe higher level coursesfor which they become eligible. Prebently,it seems fair to say that early admission programs, because of
their greater select'..vity, have, less 'potential for such problems.And yet even in that case, studies have indicated that academic
success has not always been concomitant tp an easy adjustment to
the other dimensions of college life.

All of the effects which are noted in Table One are; only
expectations based upon deductive reasoning from assumptions about
student and institutional reactions to these'various programs. At
the present time, no data base exists to _allow the incidence of
.positive or negative effects on schools, colleges, and students to-.be calculated, The extensive use of modifying adjectives such as
:possible, probably', and,potential in this paper is not an attempt
to- aVoid, being decisive but simply a recognition of reality. Beforepublic and institutional debate on these programs can advance, it
is necessary to develop a model which will allow both the individualinstitution and the social science researcher to estimate withconfidence both the direction and Scale of the effects of credit
exemption program...

The College Board.is preSently engaged-in a researchprOgram to examine to aspects of:the RPL program. The *first
proposed study-itiould involve a stratip.ed random Sample of students
who have used the APP or CLEP programs*with stratification basedtip= the number of examinationsattempted. Five areas of information
will be elicited: test results, personal characteristics, high school,experience, financial situation, and filture plans. The desired out-

of this project is a better understanding of whether credit
ro rams lead to shorter time investments in col ege and

o

credit exempt on programs;
he amount o savings any whic resu TOM ti e

The second credit exemption study would emphasize
institutional concerns. A, sample'of institutions would be invited
to coopeigfeiff-a-n. assessment of the finandial impact f RPL '

actiVities.- The effection FTE levels and the relative size of
courpe_demand by aeparttents, divisions, and basic versus ,upper
levels would be analyzed. ,The primary purpose of this research
work will be to produce a management model which can be used 'to

uate the levels and incidolia5-61 costs and benefits related
to' the xistitutiopal recOiliaTIth-of prior student learning (with
an emphasis on APP and"CLEP). The model should allow for the°
evaluation br the demand forfaculty and the effects of 'credittecognitiOn on the fixed, variable, and marginal costs of
instructional services. The effeCts of RPL programs on studen=t aswell as institutional finances will be considered as parVof a
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general reexamination of th4 rationale for state, institutional,
and personal financing of RPL programs.

The greatest danger revealed by this paper's introductionto the economic issues in this debate is that financially we ,may face
a "zero-sum" game. The benefits to-the student of RPL may be
purchased only .at E. financial loss to the educational institutionsinvolved. 1 another "zero-summ situation, higher education
-institutions may be tempted to expand early admission programs.
beyond justifiable limits simply to avoid the tuition losses ofother RPL fdrms. Finally, cextain'marginal institutions may becomeinvolved in the use .of credit exemption as a competitive device
against other more responsible institutions. As in Gresham's law
of monetary value-- bad money drives out good-- so in an employment
system increasingly dominated by credentialism, "bad credits" maydrive-out the "good."

All of these issues point out the crucial responsibilityborne by the participants in- the RPL debate. The -' "economics" of
the matter -is overwhelmingly impoitant but the answers will not comefrom economists alone or even primarily. Credit exemption questions
are. ubordinate to the resolution of the more basic issues of the
purpose of the 'post- secondary educational experience. Our difficultyin resolving our present quandary is a product 'of the inability to
define that purpose.
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Abstract
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This paper -fs concerned with the nature and value of "relevant" work experiencein elms teacher education. Additional credits can be received in the first
celection phase of students on the basis of, experience in teachingand/on inworking with children and teenagers. Twenty six per cents of .the women and37 T of the men who started and finished their studies in class teacher
training at Joensuu University had worked at least for one term as class
teachers before their studies. 40 % of women and 10 %of men receiVed additional
credits owthe basis of working with children or teenagers. Connections of
work experience with other selection variables, personality traits, vocationaland study orientation, certainty of vocational choice, interest in studies andsuccess. in them are analyzed as part of a more comprehensive research programme.

Those with teacher experience had failed earlier in getting a place in highereducation, had a negative self-concept, were less interested in studies and
dis'played a more pragmatic and instrumental attitude to studies than students
generally. Relevant work experience had also negative connections with somecriteria of study'success. Relevant work experience was not withmore interest in education and teaching or with better-founded vocational
chuice.than on the average. Asaconclusion, the value of relevant work,
experience seems to be problematic in relation to class teachers' studies
and vocational orientation. The motives of acquiring relevant work experience
whether vocationally well-founded or not seem to be more relevant factors
than content or amount of work experience as. such.
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Introduction

Investigations of student learning have shown that different types of student
motivation lead to different kinds of processing the material to be learned
and to different qualities in learning outcomes. Learning that is bas.ed on
extrinsic motivation is typically connected with passiVe and surface approachin learning and with incomplete and surface level learning outcomes
(fntwistle (q. al. 1979, 365-380). In the recent.?finnish discussion it is
generally accepted that university graduates ought to have a deep responsibil4
to their profession in order to he able to develop their professions and become

.involved in their vocational tasks in a personal manner. It can be assumed
,that motivational factors have special emphasis in tee. profession of class
teacle..rs and al, ) in teacher training. Koskenniemi '(1965, 515) and Louhimo(1969, /4) have demonstrated that ill-founded or unsuccessful vocational
choice has negative effects on the teachers work. When analyzing the meaning
of "rclevant" pro-.6.raining work experience in relation to the training phase
and the later vocationaT, activity, the basic question is whether work
experience is connected with sound and well-founded vocational choice or not.'In inland Koskenniemi has supposed that pro-trainfng -teacher.experience islinked With more realistic vocational choice and means more stable. intentions
to remain'in vocatic1(1965,340).

Abrahamsson et.al. have ,referred to .

potential benefits of work experience before academic studies. These benefits
include more clarity in study and vocational choices and A better motivation. forlearning (1980 97).

Whas been demonstrated that the application to clays teacher training took
place in 1976 on a more external and accidental basis than in 1971 (Perho 1981).
This is especially due to the diminishing ratib of student places to the amount -of potential applicants ( Perho 1980). Thd macro-level negative change in
students' choice .situation has led to difficultit., in foreseeing the probabilityof finding personally interesting work and in forming an appropriate attitudeto work. The result may be diminishingvocational exploration or immature
vocational closure (Jordaan 1974, 272-273): It can be assumed that in the
worsened situation of vocational choice the basis of acquiring work,experience,
that will help in getting a place iri higher education may also be connected

'with ill-founded vocational orientation.

In paper the nature and meaning of relevdnt work experience will. be analyzedempirically on the basis of the results of the follow-up study of class teacher
, trainees at Jocnsuu University 1976-1979. This investigation is part of alarger 'turfy on the students at Joensuu.bniversity and continues the- tradition
. of Educational Career Study which was initiated in 1965 at Helsinki University

by 114rynen (Wdyrynen 1970). e
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.4
4 Some Finnish results of relevant pre- training work emerience on teacher...A

.training and o in-service practice

Teacher experience has correlated positively with success'in the teachingepisode which is the most important part of the entrance examination of
teacher education collc, iKomulainen 1977, Komulainen and HytiOncn, 1978).It hasnot usually corner.. a ,:th the mark in teaching skills (Jussila,
1976,,Komulainen and Hytonen, 178). The situation has been explained by the
superficial and impersonal nature of demonstration lessons.

lhe are feviresults on the significance of pre-training teacher experience onthe in-!,4gvice work of Leachers or on the certainty of vocational choice.
In the follow-up studeof Koskenniem the pre-training teacher experience
correlated positOell'with the intention to remain ir. the teacher professiondeng the firsf in-service years (1965, 340). In the investigation of Mitt'Sconcerning teacher training applitants the teacher experience correlatednegatively with the amount of orientation to the teacher's profession asone's calling or predilection (1978 36).

Main features of the admission proCedure to class teacher training

The selection to class teacher education occurs in two phases. The firstselection. takes ;Face on the basis of the marks in the senior secondary school(gymnasium) and the national matriculation examination, which is in Otactice
a formal'admissioh requirement to studies. Additional credits can be 'receivedin the first selection phase on the basis of relevant work experience,which
can either be experience in teaching or in working with children or teenagers.
In 197/... 3C % o1 the female and 53 % of the male students. that started. theirstudies in a teacher training college of Joensuu University.had got at least
some tncher experience before thes.tudies.. Twenty-six per cents of the femalestudents and thirty-seven percents of the male stydents had at least half-a, -yearexperience in teaching. Forty per cents of the females and ten per, cents ofthe males had got at least some credits on the basis of 'other relevant work
experience'. The number of men with other relevant work experience is too smallto be included in further analyses. -

In 1976 there were totally 1114 applicants to class teacher training at JoensuuUniversity. 290 of them were invited to the second selection phase. The mainpart of it at Joensuu. University isa task oforganizing some written materialand presenting it orally to the admission board. The credits of the first
selection phase Influence no more on the selection in the second phase.



The follow:up study of clasrs'-ter trainees at the University of
joen...116 1916-1/9-

The goneral_aim of this investigation has been to analyze the nature and
significance of 'the vocational find ,study orientation to academic achievements,
success .in career choice and certainty of the choice. In ,nis paper I presentresults of the connections between relevant work experience and other variable'sof admission procedure, personality traits vocational and study orientation,certainty of vocational choice in different phases of studies, interest instudies and success in them. Finally, the relevant work experience is related
to the personal and hierarchic vocational orientation pattern of students.

The population of the study consists ofithe students that began their class rteacher studies in 19/6 and finished them in 1979 (N. 74; 44 females and 30males). Three enquiries were made; before the studies' (in connection withthe eardme examination), in the middle of the studies (1977/1978) and atthe end of them (1979)..All that started studying too, part in the enquiry
before the studies, 53 (72 %) in the middle ortheA and 56 (76 %) at the endof the studies. Twenty-three females.(52 %) and 22 malet (73 ".0 filled alo theself-concept inventory constructed by Myrynen at the begin.ing.of their studies.The results of the inventory are presented only in the male sample because ofthe elati...ely small number of subjects in the fewle sample. In addition to
the enquiries' and the self-concept inventory, 22 students were interviewed atthe end of the studies.

Vocational orientation was measured before the studies by asking the reasonsfor the choice of class teacher training and vocation ("career choice motives",17 five-point items),'properties ofone's "ideal profession" (10 five-pointitems) and vocational interests (36 five-point items, from which were also formed_six scales that were used as indicators of Holland's six orientation types).The propertiek of ideal profession and vocational interests were asked in thesame way also in the middle of the studies. The personal, hierarchic pattern ofone's vocational orientation was operation lined on the basis of Holland's(19/3) six orientation type variables (indibtors of social, artistic, realistic,invectiptive, enterprising and conventional orientation). The ope;'ationali7ationof the hivracchic orientation pattern was nade by using Holland's three parametersof congruence (the correspondence between student'S own primary orientation andthat of the teaching profession),
differentiation (the rate of the hierarchy ,ofthe stt4dent's orientation pattern) and consistency (the psy0ological consonancetx'tiwen the student's primary and secondary orientation types). The

operationalization of the personal and hierarchic orientatiotrpatterns could bevalidated partly by the depth-interview based onthe methodological ideas of
Leontjev (1977) and Jadov (1974 ) concerning the hierarchic nature of personalityand motivation.

4.
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Certaiity.of vocatilmal.choice was measured'before the studies,- in the middle
of them and at the end of the studies by asking if the profession of the. class
teacher was one's 'ideal profession' or not and.by asking if the same profession.
was 'the only might one'to oneself

.

Study orientation was measured in the middle of the studies by asking if .

one s orientation was priMarily 'vocational',
'non-conformistici, .'academic=

or 'collegiate' (method of Entwistle and Wilson 1977, 189).

Interest in studies and their components were measured by personal student
ratings at the end of the. studies. The rated components were 'general theoretical
studios', 'studies of educationalsciences',''basic subject studies',
specialised studies in one's preferred subjects (the two types of which are
'practical courses' and 'theoretical courses') and 'student teaching'.

Criteria' of academic achievements were marks in the basic subject studies
(separately the 'content mastery' and the 'didactic mastery'), marks in, the
specialised studies (separately in 'practical courses' and 'theoretical courses').and the mark in teaching skills, w; ich is considered as the most important
criterion in teacher training.

Hescaich findings
1

Wort experience and the other selection variables

Teacher eZperien6e (the amount of additional credits on the basis of teacher
experience) correlates negatively with, the three variables of the school and
matriculation examination achievements (the first selection phase) in the femalesample. The hiliest correlation is between the teacher experience and the
average of school marks (-.63). The connections- of the teacher experience referto'a very clear compensatory nature of teacher experience in the first selection
phase in the female sample. Also 'the other relevant work,experience' has
negative correlations with school achievements but they ate not significant in thesample of the admi-tied females. The only significant correlation in the male samplewas between the work experience and the credits of practical subjects at school(-.60). Work experience has no significant correlations with the variables in thec(.4,,pttd selection phase in neither sample.
Work experience and the personality traits (only male students)

the mile students with teacher experience are more controlled (.52) and more
asihenic (.49) than the other' males::These correlations may, reflect the more
negative %cif-concept of those with teacher experielce. This may be due to their
problematic career choice history. Those with teacher .ex.perience have experienced
more failures in trying to get a place in higher education than others. The
situation is similar in the group of females, too.,

Work experience and vocational orientation before studies

Those with teacher experience have chosen their studies on the basis of the
'advi'ce of their friends'- (.41) and are less interested in 'professions that offer
'opportunities of professional promotion' (-.30) or 'developing one's inclinatiOns'
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(-.36) than others in the female. sample_ These connections may reflect somewhat
submicsive and dependent attitude, which may, be due to the ,negative results
of previous failed applications to higher education. On the other hand, females
wish to(.her expelence base their choice more often than others on personally
challenging nature of the teaching profession (.30) and have vocationally wore
')toile choice (.31). Also 'the other relevant work experience' correlates
negatively with interest in 'professions that oaer possibilities of professional
pi:motion' ( -.38), with 'enterprising professions'__(-.33) and with interest-
in 'investigating nature and e:osystem' (-.38). Male students with teacher
expoliInce put less emphdsis on 'the opportunity to lead others' (-.43) in
their ideal profession than others.

Work2:xperience and vocational and study orientation in the middle of studies

Teacher. experience correlates negatively with ,interest in 'enter:pi-ising
.profey.ions' ('-.32,n,s.), but no more with variables reflecting self-enha:icement
or .elf- actualizing tendencies-in the female sample. Other relevant work
experience is still connected with aversion in 'investigating nature.and,
erosystem' (-.39). Work experience is not 'connected with the quality of study
orientation in the female group. .%

Males with teacher experience are less 'people orientated!.(-.52), less
'interested in work with possibilities to develop "ones social sensitivity'
(- .60),.less interested in 'enterprising professions' (-.40, n.s.) and in
'planning of schools and instruction' (-.40, n.s.) than others. Teacher
exp,...ience correlates with pragmatic 'vocational orientation' to studies (.53)
and negatively with 'non-conformistic orientation' (-.53). It seems that male
students with teacher experience have lost their original interests and their
sense of teacher-ideritity has been disturbed.

Work experience and the career choice certainty in different pnases of studios

The only significant correlation between theamount of relevant work experienceand criteria of career choice certainty is that of teacher experiencb;with
consider my the profession of the teacher as 'the only right one' at the end of
studies (.13) in the female sample. However, when we dichotomize, teacher e
experience into two categories, one group with at least half a-yOar teacher
experience ond the other with less than that, more connections were found but
in the female sample only. Teacher experience c rrelted th,q with considering
the prefe,,sion of the Cass teacher as 'ideal' fore studies (.34) and in the-
middle of studies (.40) the half-a-year teac, r experience being a sufficient
but not a necessary condition for considering profession of the teacher as
ideal. Teacher experience correlated also with considering the profession of
the class teacher as 'the right one' in the middle of thP stkiclies (.35) and at
the end of them (.52). 'Other relevant work experience' 'correlated, when
dichotomi7ed in the corresponding way as teacher experience, with corksidering
profession of the teacher as ideal'in the middle of the studies (.34).
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Work'expeiience and interest, in studies

In the female sample the'amount of teacher eyperience correlated negatively:with the 'interest in the studies'generally' (-,47), 'studies in education'(-.31; n.s.) and 'theor'etical specialized courses' (-.66). The. only positivecorrelation of teacher experience was that with interest in field teachingphase (.24, n.s.). Also, males With teacher experience foold.university studiesgenerally leSs interesting than the others (-.42), especially 'broadly basedintroductory studies' (-.68) and studies in educational sciences (-.42).It seems to be that -estiecially theoretical or academic studies have beenexperienced as most boring or least relevant in the group of all students-with pre-training teacher' experience.

Work experience and success in studies

In general teacher experience has small,.non-significant ne,jative correlTations'with-ertteia of study success'. Teacher experience has significant negative(-orrelation with the mark in, the 'didactic mastery of basic subject studies(:.39) in the female sample, This may be due to the f ct that thjs c) iterion isco1innted with "school-like" perforMance. It co. ates .48 with the average of'school marks which had a clear negative corr.
( ion with teacher experience(-.60). Other relevant work experience correlates negatively, in the femalesample, with the mark in 'theoretical courses' in the specialized studies (-.39).'The correlations between teacher experience and.the most important criterion,the mark in teaching skill,' are -.10 (females) and .15 (males). These correlationsmay be (wily explained by the nature of the teaching skill criterion. Thecriterion has the highest correlation with achievement type motivation, whichindicates its impersonal and artificial nature (Perho 1981).

Work experience and the type of personal
vocationalOrientation pattern

The possible 'combinations of vocational orientation patterns on the basis ofHolland's three parameters are presented below.

Congruent patterns Incongruent patterns

Consistent Inconsistent Consistent Inconsistent

High differentiation- 1 2 5' 6
Low differentiation 3 4 7 8

ale

On the basis of Holland's theory and the empirical findings of the present study(Perho. 1981) cells 1 and 2 in the female sample and cells 1, 2 and 3 in the malesample were defined as cells of well-founded and
sound vocational orientation inrelation to vocation of the class teacher. E.g., ce11,1,includes students, whoseinterest in education is on a remarkably higher level than-their secondary' 0,,vocational orientation area and whose secondary vocational orientation is, psychologically consistent with interest 'in education (empiirically the second.orientation iri this cell is generally artistic). The essential finding of the

87
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onaly!is is that those with relevant work experience are almost randomlydist,ibuted to cells of well-founded and "ill-founded" vocational choice.the result is similar regardless of the looseness or strictness of the time-'interval-criterion *ed when defining "relevant" work experience. These findingsindicate tha% the more certain career choice of those females with more teacherexperienJe may be misleading and reflect rigid and "forced" but not betterfounded vocational orientation than generally. The choice may be. "certain"because females with teacher experience do not usually have very good chancesof becoming admitted to other fields of higher education because of'their poorsuccess at gywnasium and in the matriculation examination.

Conclusions and discussion

The findings ofthiS investigation indicate that "relevant" work experience is not1 so relevant in relation to the study process in class teacher education and tothe vocational orientation of students than is expected and at least hoped for.lhe experience in working with children or teenagers seems to be rather
indifferent in relation to studies and vocational

orientation:The teacherexperience is connected with negative self-concept and pragmatic and negativeattitudes to studies, especially to the-theoretical and "academic"components of the curriculum. Relevant work experience has negative ...onnectionswith cOielia of study - success, too.

The findings may 'be partly due to the inability of teacher training ta respondto and utilize the more pragmatic orientation of tbose with pre-training teacherexperience and-reflect the common problems connected with the professionallyorientated programmes where additional credits are received on the basis of workexperience: In such contexts the "normal" students will function pedagogicallyas.a steering group in the planning ,of the programme (Abrahamsson et al.1980,300-103). It can be foreseen that the problems of those with previous teacherexperience will become more serious as class, teacher training has recently been' prolonged from three to four years and the academic content including a masterof ants thesis, has been increased. However, the more basic problem with relevantwork experience seems to be that it does opt mean, in the present state of
affairs,a better-founded or more sound and intrinsic

vocational orientation thanon the average. This may reflect the rapidly worsened choice situation of studentsin the seventies.

- :

It 'is probable that, in circumstances with real degrees of freedom in choicesituation,the relevant work experience would be more often linked with soundvocational orientation than at present. In the "free" choice situation work -( werience generally, without specifying .its nature or relevance, might alsohe relevant at least in relation to vocational orientation and vocationalmaturity. According to longitudinal studies in the USA (e.g. Super et al.1967)the degree of vocational
maturity.is related to the breadth and richness of-pupils' activities and hobbies, including 'work activities, whether these ;activities are related to future tasks or not. Observations like these would,in addition to educational policy points of view, support the idea of obligatory

-"non-relevant" work experience as a formal requirement to teacher training, whichhas been presented in the Swedish discussionisee Abrahamsson et al. 1980, 18-19).lk in the restricted choice situations with very limited degree,: of fred-oni,the effects of such an admission procedure would be unpredictable, probably.more negatIve than positive, in relation to students' study and vocationalorientation.
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/.'TEACHERS INTERPRETATION OF THE CONCEPT "EXPERIENCE"

Staffan Larsson, Department of Education, University of G6teborg

ti

Introduction

Research, if it is successful in finding new explanations (viz. causal connec,-

tions), can change our conception of the world. Thus our idea of illness was

altered when scientists discovered that infections were caused by bacterial or

viral organisms. The sociologist Johan Asplund points at another, effect of re
search: that it transforms our world view by investigating the meaning of a

phenomenon (Asplund, 1971). He writes,

When someone tells me about the geographical distributili of F (a
social phenomenon) or the cause of F, I can still ask myself: "But
what is the.meaning of F?".

One example May be taken from our reser.rch group (the INOM group) at the Univer

sity of Gothenburg-. When the membetrs of the group give learning the meaning

"qualitative changes of the conception of the world around us", they have

brought a new perspective 41earning. Traditionally, learning has been de

scribed as quantiative changes. By making test subjects learn nonsense syllab

les, researchers have described changes in retention through time, and have in

that way been able to demonstrate regularities e.g. in the form of curves of-

retention. The INOMgroup has demonstrated that this way of, describing learning

in terms of quantitative changes does not apply the the learning of meaningful

material. Indeed, it applies to one case only, i.e. the learning of nonsense

syllables. It is pointless to describe retention of, for example, the content

of an article in curves of retention. If one, is able to remember what the ar

ticle was about, it is not a matter of repetition, but defends on an understand

ing of the message and the integration of this message into the person's con

ception of the world. For this reason it can be concluded that learning of

meaningfu' material can best be described as a change in the conception of a

phenomenon and that such a change is qualitative (Marton et al, 1977). This

new understanding of "learning" is important because it fucuses on and puts in

question a concept thatC to be taken for granted.

This investigation concerns the meaning of the concept "experience": In educa

tional contexts, TATI'lle statements on the importance of experience are frequent,

90
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definitions of the meaning of "experience" are more seldom - it is taken for

granted. John Dewey is an exception: in his book - "Experience and education"

he clearly demonstrates the importance of explaining what is understood by the

concept "experience" (Dewey, 1974). He makes a through analysis of this concept.

and gives examples of educational errors that occur when education based on

"experience" is applied without a clear understanding of the concept.

Dewey makes a philosophical analysis Of the meaning of experience in an educa-

tional context. Our work, on the other hand, does not aim at a philosophical

analysis, but at an empirically-founded description of different modes of con-

ceptualizing "experience" in an educational context. It is empirical, because

it is an attempt to analyse and describe what a number of people have expressed

in our interviews. Consequently, we avoid, at least at the explicit level, the

normative demand often inherent in a philosophical analysis. The purpese of
. , .

our analysis'is to describe hos some teachers really apprehend certain phenomena
I

or concepts instead of telling how they should be apprehended.

To detail our approach further, a distinction needs to be made between how some-.

thing is and how something is conceptualized. Marton, who characterizes this is

as a difference in the level of description writes:

In educational psychology questions are frequently asked for example,
about why some children succeed better than others in school. Any answer
to this question is a statement about reality. An alternative is a ques-
tion of the kind asked by 010 (1978): What do people think about why
some children succeed better than others in school. Any answer to this
second kind of question is a statement about people's conception of reali-
ty. These two ways of formulating questions represent two different per-
spectives. (Marton, 1978).

Marton calls, the former the first order perspective -dealing with facts which

can be observed from outside. The latter is the second, order perspective - it '

is about how something appears to someone; and is an experiential viewpoint.

It'is.not a question of truth or falsehood, it is about what is studied. A
somewhat drastic example can be that of a paranoic who finds his fellow men
hostile and conspiring to kill hith. From the second order perspective this is

a true description of hi- view, even if it is false from the first order per

spective. To understand paranoia it is not enough to have a description of the
person's behaviour - one'must also describe his experience of the world around
him:

to sum up, our intention can be characterized in the follOwing way: we wish to
describe how the'concept "experience" is ap hended by a number of persons.
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his implies that we aim at describing meanings instead of giving explanations.
It also means that we have chosen to describe hos experience appears to these
persons and not a normative argumentation on what this concept out to mean.
In our investigation, the object of interest is the conception of experience
from the viewpoint of teachers in adult education of the secondary level. We
have underlined this further by describing precisely this conception in the con-,
text of the teac-ing process.

The qualitative analysis

The daterial for the anlaysis consists of interviews with 29 teachers in adult
education, who were teaching at least one of the following subjects: mathematics,
physics, chemistry, history and social science's. The interview was a semi-struc-
tured one concerning a number of phenomenfi like learning; knowledge etc. The
purpose of the interviews was to get as good an insight as pos;ible into the
convictions of-the teachers. The interviews were tape-recorded and type- written.,

The aim of our analysis was to find the qualitatively different categorizes and
to describe them as carefully as possible. The unit ofIdescription is called
conception. Marton specifies this term by stating that it often stands for what
is taken for granted. but it can also be explicit, and is the basis on which we
found our reasoning. The term-does not differentiate between scientific ideas )

and common-sense reasoning. In many instances, scientific ideas and common sense
reasoning may be described on the same level - as the same conception of a cer-
tain phenomenon. Often scientific ideas become common sense (Marton & Svensson,
1978). A conception is not an attitude, but instead it is the conviction about
reality that constitutes the basis or the legitimation of an attitude.

The result of our analysis is a description of the variation in the conception
of experience in an eductional context. What is the use of such a description?
We think that it serves several purposes: It contributed to the knowledge of
/he school sub-culture; it presents to the teachers a basis for reflexion on
the concept studied, a presentation that could liberate them from certain frames
of thinking.

Result

It was-possible to describe five qtialitatively different conceptions of experi-
ence (experience as something related to teaching)2 They are:

9



A. Experiences, that csn be used in teaching are experiences which one, or a

few students have made and which can be used as information to the rest

of the class.

This conception is focusing on the fact that pupils sometimes, are experts

or something, for instance an electrician'has'a practical knowledge of

electricity that can be used in physics, or a shop steward has an aquain

tance of bargaining to be used in social science.

B. Experiences that can be used in teaching are experiences which most students

in thy class ha',a made and which can be used to direct'the students' atten

tion to the relevant context while a subject is taught.

Here the focus is on the fact that adults are familiar with certain

-phenomena like taxes. It is this shared, common knowledge,, that conception 2'

B is ISointing at.

ti

,
C. Job experience can develop practical knowledge which the students may use

in the educational context. a

D. The student brings an outlook on the world Onto the classroom that is in

conflict with the view of the subject taught.

This is a conception built on the conviction of a conflict between every
,

day knowledge and school knowledge.

E. Experiences from life give a certain capacity ih emphaty-that makes it

possible for the adult student to understand different perspectives as

serious alternatives.

These were the variations in qualitatively different conceptions of ex
,

periente as apprehended by the teachers.

Discussion

Ale may ask what significance different conceptions have for the possibility to

give experience a role in teaching. It is our assumption that the teacher's con
,

ception of experience gives him a frame for his thinking when lie plans his teach

ing. Here we actualize the problem of the proper place of ideas, if one wants

to understand teaching. One can ask whether the conceptions are expressions of
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physical and administrative frames or if the conceptions have anindependent-re-

lation to these frames. Our position is that with an unreflected, unthematized
attitude one is a prisoner in the frames and the tradition built around them.
'But a reflective conscious conception contains the possibility of transcending
the tradition and, if not break the frames, using the possibilities that actual-
ly are available*.

It seems to us just as absurd to understand the teaching by reducing it to physi-
cal or-administrative entities as to reduce it to ideas. The extent to which
students' experiences are used depends on the aim of the teaching in relation to
above all; the amount of time available, the quantity of subject matter tobe
taught, and the current conceptions of experience.

I have tried to characterize this interaction with regard to each conception of
experience.'Sometimes the description can be founded in explicit answers in the

interviews. sometimes the impliCations are inherent in the conceptiontself.
. .

Teachers embracing conception A bear in mind the unique experience. Most of -them

expect the experience to be rather qualified, even that the student's experience

should be superior to that of the teacher. Generally, one May conclude that these
teachers use the students' experiences to a limited extent, a fact that they

blame on two circumstances. Some say that they do not know which students have

the qualified experiences that are relevant to the course, The other circumstance
is, that often in this view, there is an implicit suggestion that students'

experiences fall outside the main direction of the course.

The second characteristic of conception A was that the experiences should be
used as information. It seems as if using experience has the same function as

ordinary lecturing, with the exception that it is the student instead of the

teacher who presents it: the knowledge brought to the class is not qualitative-
, ly different from what the teachers brings. The rest of the students cre in the

same position no matter who is speaking. From what is said, it is easy to under-

stand that the teachers allow little room for the students' experiences. As a

matter of fact, it does not appear meaningful to use the students' experiences

to any great extent.

The teacher embracing conception B seems to use experiences that most students

have had as conqrete examples and reference points in everyday life for the

more abstract. content of the course. One notices that it is the teacher who



chooses these examples in the lectures and that the students play a passive role,
- where it is taken for granted that they have had a similar experiences. In con-.

trast to conception A, conception B represents a view of experience that-gives

it a status that is qualitatively different from that of information. Here it

is a matter of making the student find a personally experienced context that may

bci related to the teacher's message. Information does not have such a function.

In the book "Language. thought and communication", Rommetveit makes an analysis

of communication, where he states that the sharing of experiences is the basis

for understanding messages (Rommetveit, 1972). Conception g can be looked upon

as a concrete way of establishing such a sharing between the students and the

teacher. The holders of conception B are using the students' experiences to a

somewhat greater extent than those of conception A, but often it is limited to

the use of standard examples. A physics teacher makes one exception to this;

she describes how she can create a common experience by releasing smoke in the

room in order to make the students see the movements of the air. Thus the stu-

dents are able to diicuss explanations of these movements.'

The two conceptions above are based on the premise that experience can be de-

scribed as facts - directly experienced and as such true. Conception E repre-

sents another view of truth, by presenting the idea of perspective-dependence.

This means a consciousness of how the relation between abstract knowledge and

concrete reality should be interpreted; something which is not thematised by

the A and B teachers. The case of E is different in another respect too: expP7

riences.are not used as instruments in teaching but instead as a means of un=

derstanding why students Comprehend the perspeCtive-dependent character of know-

ledge in physics. This is described by Perry in an investigation of the develop-

ment of Harvard students. He shows how the students change from a
/

conception of

knowledge that is abs'olute to a more relative view. Considering that conscious-
,

ness of perspectives is a considerable step forward for students at Harvard,

it is not difficult to understand that teachersNseldom find it among students

at the secondary level.

/ Conception D also pays attention to the perspective-dependent character of know-

ledge. In this case it an explicit conflict model; school knowledge and every-
day knowledge are juxtaposed. Here the world view - based on everyday experience

has a negative role; it is something that should be broken down and eliminated,

sb that school knowledge can take its plate. In this way; conception D gives

experience an important role - but a negative one.

, A. prominent feature of ourinteeviews'is the glp.between the experience of the

-tAl4d6nt dna school'knowledge. When-the achers manage to ,rekate,ex'perience-to
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school knowldge, it is all.ays done on the premises of the latter. This know-'

ledge is.defined by the text books or the curriculum. The aim is not to explain
phenomena in the surrounding world but instead to make the stun nts understand
the content of the books. For thit, reason. thereisAa risk of knowledge becoming

unintegrated, non-personal, and thereby transient and useless in the world of .

action.

I
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Abstra

Significant Learning is likely to occur only ii the 'facts' to be learn0 are
construed by the learner as 'having personal relevance. Teachers need to be
aware.of the current perspectives of ltaxners insordex:that experiences may
* generated in which learnerpccan reflect on their own views and recognise
their role as theory builders. This paper-suggests that a 'cultural
transmission' approach to teaching and knoorledge,dominates.Science Education
and,that this has neglected the role of personal. experience in the
construction of knowledge.
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"Margaret Thatcher thinks she's scientific but really she's
unscientif4c.because nothing she does works..."

The above quotation is not intended to be a political statement although itcouldbe construed as such. The quotation is an extract from an interviewprotocol of a 'Middle School pupil who has been asked to talk about: what hem)ant by the term unscientific (Swift, 1981). In this paper I will argueeffective teaching relies-on the teacher-having some understanding ofstudents' viewpoints. The personal, viewpoints of science students arejust as relevant as those of students of any other discipline. However,in the - teaching. of science in schools, it would seem that few teachers payattention to and make use of the persdnai experienCes and spontaneous
reasoning,of their pupils (Zylberstajn, 1986, Viennot, 1979).

If experiences in school are such that learning in science is. seen as animpersonal and mechanical storage of facts and techniqbes we should not besurprised If students entering science courses in higher education, albeitwith re'asonable 'A' level grades, lack an inventive and personally committedattitude towards their studies.

Unless science educators re-examine their approach `to the teaching of science
tiller-ie.:may well exist 'a gulf between current

philosophy'on the nature ofscience and the teaching events .which: are' devised and from which studentsconstruct their experiences of the subject.
-

Gilbert and Swift (1981) suggest that the prevailing conception of scienceheld by the public still appears to be a positivist,
empiricist-inductivistone which bears a strong resemblance to Bacon's articulation of scientificmethod put forward at the beginning of the 17h century., Their

observations support those of Cawthron et al (1978) that this vie-7 seems tobe the image of science projected in schools today despite the fact that'it has long been regarded as an inadequate account'. The Association for-Science Education (ASE). consultative document Alternatives for Science
Education (ASE, 1979) emphasised the current dominance of an inductiCe andrule following approach to science teaching in schools and suggests thatalternative conceptions for curricuAi design should be considered.

In considering alternatives teachers must bring under review their personal-perspectives on the teacher's role, theories of development, learning,
epistemologrand philosophy of science. Pope and Keen (1981) look at someof the major themes inherent in differing educational ideologies andrelates these to particular models of the nature of knowledge and the
psychological development of man. We argued that a 'cultural transmission'approach has- dominated Western education and that teachers of this
persuasion would see the primary task of the educator as the transmission
of information, rules or values which form the 'truths' of one's culturalheritage. In the extreme, their philosophical approach is that absolute
truth can be accumulated bit by bit, subject by subject and their
epistemological position is that of the Realist who-views 'true.knowledgeas knowledge that corresponds to the world as it is and that this knowledge
is, therefore, independent of the subjective constructions of the learner.

Traditional teaching methods_ basedupon'the cultural transmission approachemphasise the student's role as the passive receiver of information ratherthan the active participant. The positivist, empiricist-inductivist
conception of science is in sympathy with this absolutist vieW'of truth and"knowledge and thus if teachers hold to that conception of science then
curriculuM'content and the manner in which students are taught will placelittle or no emphasis on the student's own conceptions and active
pakticipation.

*



The cultural transmission view of teaching and learning has been supported
by psychologiCal theories of development which.stest the passivity of man's
mind - associationism, behaviourism, stimulus-response psychology, etc.
However, we have seen a paradigm shift within psychology and education
resulting in a renewed interest in the individual's active processing.
Knowledge is seen as being produced by transactions between a person and the._
environment and an emphasis is now placed upon the active person reaching,
out to -make sense of events, by engaging in the construction and inter-
pretation of his/her m)n experiences.

Following in the traditions of Dewey, progressive educators have developed
programmes to encourage students to deyelop an active approach to learning
and the psychological theories ofPiaget, Bruner and Aust'bel have lent
support to this movement. However,'some feel that the pedagogy which has .

kesulted still leaves a lot to be desired. .

O

Postman and Weingartner (1971) made the point,very forcibly:

.

"There is no way to help"'a learner to be disciplined, active and
thoropghk;engaged unless he perceives a problem to be a aoblem

.or whatever is to be learned to beworth learning. is sterile
and ridiculous attempt to release the enquiry power of studenti
by initiating studies that hold no interest for them."

The pupil or student can be active in the phys'ical sense when conducting a

closed-ended experiment but. the learning derived from.such an experience will
be limited if the person can see no relevant links between the activity and
their personal concerns. Many philosophers now reject the notion that
knowledge and reason should be impersonal and detached and suggest that
reason is informed by' passion. It is not sufficient that a body of-
knowledge from a textbook orgiven out by the teacher is accepted
unquestioning by the student: Students must find them true for themselves.
They must be able to incorporate them within thei. r vie'as of the world.
As teachers we should be interested in students developing their own criteria
regarding the quality and relevance of ideas and allow this to develop by
minimising our role as arbiters of what is acceptable.

Rogers (1964) emphasised personal-relevance with specific reference to the
learning situation. He differentiated between two processes in learning:
teacher -based (the traditional cultural transmissial approach) and
learner-based learrfing.. Learner-based learning is self-initiated, has a
quality of personal involvement and is evaluated_ by, the learner. The
knowledge that evolves through this process is 'private' knowledge ie truth
that has been personally apprbpriated. According to Rogers this 'private'
.knowledge cannot be'directly transmitted,from teachers to the student.
Only if public knowledge is personally construed by the learner and has
significant influence on hit/her behaviour and attitudes will this knowledge
become personal knowledge. For Rogers, personal knowledge is facilitated.
by a specific type of interpersonal encounter between the teacher and
student - one in which the teacher has due regard for the concerns of the
individual student, where status is given to students' views and an .

atmosphere of mutual trust is established so that students feel free to
---express-their-vieWST-latheIrthan_regurgitate imposed knowledge.

Kelly.(1970) recognised learning as a personal exploration and saw the
teacher's role as helping.

"To design and implement each child's own undertakings...
To become a fully accredited participant in the experimental
enterprise she must gain some sense of what is being seen
through the child's eyes."



What is-releVant to the learner is-ofimportance and for education to be a
joint venture between teacher andlearher it is essential that each has some
awareness of the other's personal constructs- The following quote from
,Berman and Roderick (1973) indicateS some asaumptions re curriculum which
are compatible with 'Kelly's viewpoint.

.. . °
. ,

"Curriculum hasilony been thought of as that which is taught to
Somoboay else. Persons act as though what is a fact one day
is a fact the nett, as though all persons perceive phenomena in
the same way, as, though the world is static. rather than dynamic.

The. view of th*se writers is teat curriculum must hut the person
at the centre of what is learned. Curricblum development...wilr
then see the persorfasthe meaning maker and plan curriaula

'experiences which.enable
.

the child to consider, contemplate and °
expand his-smeanings." .

Emphasis on the person' as the- meaning -maker is now a dominant theme in

educational theorising but in pract3,ce the phenomenological world of the
learner is often-neglected. In the teaching-of social sciences we have seen
some widening of ourriculWloosning of subject boundaries, emphasis on the
proceis as well as the proapctof learning, acknowledgement of the relativity
of-knowiedge and the'importance of the personal construing of the learner.
'reaching strategies such a's role4daYing,:pimulation.,-group discussion,

'syndicate work and interactive lecturing have been employed to'help students
develop the links between their,persoflal experience and concepts to be learnt.
Thrdilgh such strategies it -is' hoped that learning will be-significant and
that the student understands something about his /her emotional commitment to
.the area of social science as'wellas specific concepts which are part of
thepublic_knoWledge of the discipline. .

Unless,we believe that knowledge in science is fundamentally different to
that in socialsciences thenwe could expect to see similar processfs
,develope0 within the teaching of science: However, this, does not seem to
be the Case (ASE, 1979) -.

Piaget's work is often referred tovin the literature on science education,
thus we might expect that science.teaching would foster the conditions under
which each pupil can think freely and stress the spontaneous, self-guided
act of interaction with the environment through which Piaget believedsthe\
inner mental growth of each pupil develops. -Wickens (1974) argued that
Piagetian theory provided a model for open systems_of education And in
discussing the nature of the curriculum in such systems he suggested that:

-
"the relation of the classroom environment to the wider context
of the learner's life must be considered, in other words, they

0 inside-outside relationship of the open-System classroom with
th# outside world. Active involvement in th learning process
depgnds on the 'Child's interest in exploring the learning
environment. Consequently, consideration of he child'S
interests and needs becomes a central issue for curriculum
development in an open system."

a

, However, in many discussions on the significance of Piaget's views fors.
Science Education the main emphasis is on the fixity of the stages of
cognitive, evelopment:

Shayer'and Adey (.981) have developed a series of instruments called Science
Reasbning Tasks which they, claim can be used to ascribe pupils to particular
levels of cognitive development relative to the Piagetian stages. They
suggest that there arfsignifidant areas of mismatch between the cognitive

a



demands of science curricula and theaevels of cognitive- .development of the
secondary school popu4tion. ' In a recent Times Educational supplement
article with the headline I'Learning is linked to spurts indevelopme.nt of
brain", 1CooksOn, 1981) attention is drawn -to°the work of the Cognitive
Matching Project of Brandeis University which seeks to relate the processof schobling to 'scientific evidence abOut the development. of children's
brains'. Shayer's,work is cited .as"providing evidence that children's
cognitive developMent goes through four stages that correspond exactly to
the physiolOgical growthOases" and-claims that his, research has "shown,
thet.few children 7 lessl.than,a quarter - are capable of abstract, fOrmal
reasoning before their 14716 growth spurt": This paper is not the place
to engage in an extended critiqueof such redUctionist.Movements however,
I would argue4.hathe'a'diines guch;at the_one,above and the over-emphasis
placedupon Piagetian stages are potentially detrimental if applied by
teachers in a-Simplistic:fashion: I think the danger is particularly e
acute insolence education where it would seem the notion of Piagetian stages

a
has taken 'root.

Shaer and Adey (1981) state stage theory'is essential to the Paigetian ti

world view, and is its most distinctive feature." Thks view should not ..go
unchallenged. GruberL(1974) an ex-Research Fellow Of the Centre.
d'Epistemologie G6n6tique in Geneva states :'

"How cailwe create a.world in whin a childlike thought would
be treated with the respect it deserveg? In.which the child
will kdpwhe has-that respecta-_Perhaps this is the right way
to readi:Pidget's work for'its edacational significance - not
as a fixed chronicle of 'stages in the emergencedf a specific
inventpry Of concepts, but as the mode/ of a maid who respects
children's thinking.'"

6 -

Whilst Piaget would have welcomed the attention which science educators may
. give to the cognitive demand, of their courses, he would have 'been less
happy if the degree of structure is excessive. He criticised over pre-
occupation with the idea of "having to 'proceed from the simple to the .complex
in all domains of teaching as he noted that children's:. logic deals sometimes
with undifferentiated, global wholes ana sometimes with isolated parts and;
therefore, we Cannot always proceed fi-bm the analytic parts that to adults
seem simpler than the whole. He also'suggested that some people will reach
the level,bf'formal operations in some specific area that they know well
without reaching formal levels in other areas.

Duckworth (1974), an ex-studentdf Piaget, describes her approach to the
teaching of elementary science as based upon "an application of Piaget in
the best sense." A fundamental assumption behind 46.. approach. is that

"the more we helplchildrenito have' their wonderful' ideas and
feel good about themselves for having them, the more likely it .

is that they will someday happen upon wonderful ideas, that no
one else has happened upon before."

The "wonderful ideas" to which she refers are the creative intellectual acts
which take place. when new connections of ideas are made by the learner.

Despite the fact that Piaget was critical' of those who took the theory of
stages to be a series of limitations, this would appear to be 'the received
vieW61 many science educators. .I would argue that this has been at the
expense of the essence of Piaget's epistemology ie the constructivist and
relativistic view of knowledge in which the person's present.construction of
-experiences forms the basis for the handling of new information and
proiections about future events.'

101
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The RefatiVistic'approach to knowledge permeates fecent scientific articles.
DaAes (1980), in 'discussing. the Implications cf qbantum theory writes - "it
leads to the concluSiori that the world' of our yxperiencd - the universe that

''we ordinafily perceive'- is not the only ,universe."' He. suggests that quantum'
theory "reinstates the observer at'the centre of the stage...reality, inasmuch
as it has any meaning at all, is not a property of the external. world on .its
own but is intimately bound up with.our perception of the world, our prdsence
as conscious bbserVers..."

This acknowledges subjectivity in science and falls within a constructivist
framn., Koesiler (1976) also draws attention to. the personal nature of .

theorising in science and'the affective component. He argues. that it is a
myth that scientists' reasohing processes are strictly logical and lacking in
the sensuous, and Original quality of the poetic ima§ingtion. He coined. the.

term "Bisociation" td describe the act of discovery in Science or Art which
he distinguished from "pedestrian routine of association along beaten tracks".
Such a process is followed.by "an inaudible Eureka cry which combines
intellectual: illumination and emotional catharsis." The teaching di
science'should help to promote such experiences, In discussing Popper's
philosophy of science.Magee (1973) notes that "it puts the greatest premium
o all on boldness.of imagination....it is fundamentally at variance with all
,viows_ of science or rationality which see these as exclUding.passion or

. imagination or creative instruction: ,and It condemps as 'cientisTml the
notion that science gives us certain knowledge..."

For 'Popper there i'S-'1no pure disinteredted free observation' as all.
obSegvutions are 'theory impregnated'. Whilst believing in the existence of
'Tecil facts' independent of men, Popper is not an 'absolutist' in that he
does not believe.that 'objective knowledge of realcsfacts' is ever attainable.
As `scientists we must approach every situation with*the possibility of a
radical transformation of our present conceptual scReme ie we should invite,
refutation. Kuhn (1970) draws attention to sociological andipiychological
components of knowledge andlike Popper he, adopts an anti-postivistic'
stance In discussing t4e revolbtionary character of paradigm shifts in
science. Kuhn suggests that dew and old paradigms represent
'incommensurable ways of seeing the world and of practising science in it'.
'Paradigms are 'strong networks of commitments(' and, individuals who undergo
arevblution of ideas may experiencea crisis which involves emotional
insecuriXS, whilst J:he loosening of old paradigm restrictions and the
contefltibns of alternatiN4 theories are considered. The old stereotype of
'the sober, reticent, controlled scientist who operates according to a set of
definite norms and the view of science as a subject which is emotionally
undemanding is giving way to notions of personal commitment°in science.
The modern scientist operates with a world view-which is radically different
tz'Om that of the Baconian scientist.' The teaching i.f4scienceshould
surely reflect thi's shift towards.notions of construc -ivism and personal
commitment in the delielopmeht of scientific knowledge.

'

. There 15 now the beginnings of an 'invisible college' of.workers in the field
of science education who are cWlenging the restrictive use of Paigetian
models in science education andtio wish to give due-emphasis to the role of
the student's personal experience in the construction of their knowledge of
scientific -concepts, .their approach' td scientific method and the 'alternative

,..aameworks' they erect, (Driver & Easley (1978)).

The ASE (1979) consultative document suggested that alternative models in
psychology, such as that of Kelly (1955), should be considered for their
implications with respect to science education. Pope and Keen (1981)
discuss the implications of Kelly's Personal Construct Psychology for
education and the reader is also referred to Bannist r and Fradsella (1980)-



for
.

&further discussioton Kelly's appfoach. The choice is perhapt
partfeularly appropriate for science education since he based his whole
approach to the development of a person upon the metaphor of mall-the.: 4
acibutis,t. The Kelian scientist is a constructivist. \

Kelly described his epistemolo'gica'l position as that of 'Constructive
AlternativiSm' which suggests that people understand themselves, their
surroundings and anticipate future eventualities by constructing tentative
models and evaluating these against personal criteria ab to the successful
prediction and control of events based upon the model. He claimed that it
is.presumptious to assume that a person's constructions of reality are
convergent with it and suggested that. "the open question for man is not
whether reality exists or not bur what he can make Of it" (Kelly, 1969).
For Kelly any event is open to as many reconstructions of it, as.our
imaginations allow. He rejected an absolutist view of truth and contrasted
his position with that: of Accumulative Fragmentalism ie4the. notion that
knoWledge is a growing collect-fbn ,of substantiated facts or ;nuggets of
truth'.' Even the most highly developed scientific knowledge can be seen as
subject to human reconstruction since'all theories and facts are subject
1e they are man made hypotheses which, a person may choose to:bring under
review and-revise in the.light of what might appear-to be a.'better theory'.

5.
Kelly proposed that each person erects a personal representational model of
the world'which allowt him/her to make' solve sense of and which- enables the
petson to 'chart a course of behaviour in relation to it'. These
representational models are composed of a series of intertelated perqonal
constructs or tentative hypotheses about the world. Constructs are used by
a person to desdrite present experience and to forecast events (theory

' building) and alsocto assess the accuracy of previous forecasts after the
events have occurred thereby testing and validating or invalidating their
predictive efficiency (theory testing)) Keklys main emphasis is on the
uniqueness of each person's construction of the world and the construct
systems each will evolve and continue to evolve in order to import-meanings,
on -their experiences. I:Alternative frameworks' would be seen as sensible-
coherent expressions of this cognitive activity.

When applied to an educational context this constructivist view,of knowledge
lends support to teachers who are concerned with the inve6tigation of,

btodents views, who seek to incorporate these viewpoints within the teasWeng-
learning dialogue and who see the' mportance of encou ging students to
reflect upon, and make known, their. construction of me aspect of reality:
Education and the development of knowledge in_const uctivist terms invites
the teacher and the student to 90 beyond what is given.

4

For Kelly successful communicatior between people depends not so much on
commonality of construct systems `but upon the extent to which people can
'construe the construct system of the Other' ie th' degree to which people

k can-have some degree of empathy and understanding 02 someone else's
constructs whilst not necessarily, holding the same constructs themsefires.
There is now a growing, group of science, educators who argue that, for the-
teachihg-learning dialogue to be effective, it ts impbrtant for the teacher
,to .come to an understanding of the pupil's frameigorks. /

Head and Sutton (1981) liken a 'construct system to a mosaic_whichchanges
with.time and suggest that coherent areas of this mosaic contribute to a
person's personal identity and that we should recognise that affective
factors integrate with cognitive factors in the,person's attemptsto make
Sense of experience.. They note,,thd importance of listening to a pupil's '

.spontaneous use of words'when faced with novel experiences .% They argue
that when a pupil..looking at'a "Bunsen bbiner says.'itet a sort of gas

10,3
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candle' this intet)retation is likely to be encopraged an developed by'the 7
'teacher since it opens up possibilities for a uriified,view of combustion.
Head and'Sutton givj'another example of a pupil looking down a microscope at
14rticles in'Brownian motion who -says 'it's like a lot of glow-worms'.,
This pupil's 'description' misses the essential passivity of the Brownian
particles. owever, as they point out, the spontaneous reasoning of both
pupils are important since they are "experiments in*ways of seeing and ways,
of talking about experience. To understand the growth points of a learner's
cognitive structure we g144gest that greater attention should be paid to them".

I*have suggested elsewhere that Personal Construct Psychology and Repertory.
Grid Techniques based upon this approach offer teachers and learners ,a
resource which will help them to reflect on their ideas,and explore differing,
conceptions. Active involvement with their own and others' ideas may
encourage learners to see themselves as a more potent force'inthe

.determination of their learning and .the development of new knowledge., (See
for example Pope 1980, Pope and Shaw 1981, Shaw 1980 and Pope and Keen-
.1981) .

. .

The'Personal Construction of Knowledge GroupOPCKG) at the IET, University of
Surrey, have been partidularly concerned to apply some of Kelly's notions
and' develop techniques consistent with his approach in order to explore
schoolchildrens' and undergraduates' congkxuctions of concepts in science.
Watts (1981) has investigated secondary schoolchildrens' constructions of
Concepts in Physics using the Interview-aboa-Instances (IAI) approach,
(Osborne and Giibert,1980). Ori the basis of this work Watts contends that
children develop cohereflt internall logical conceptual frameworks based upon

httheir own experiences which are very successfulin explaining everyday events.
In common with other PCGK members, Wa is refers to these viewpoints as
"alternative frames-)rks" rather than dismiss the -ideas as "wrong" or
"misconceived". We believe that due status should be given to these
attempts by pupils to explain their experiences (cf Duckworth's comments on
'wonderful ideas').

The IAI.method involves generating a series of cards on which there are
diawings representi%g situations in which concepts in science are depicted.
Some cards include situations which contain an_instance of, the concept under
investigation whereas others do not." The cardi are used as an initial
stimulus to generate a conversation and.the teacher/researcher pays attention
tothe pupil's own language when describing the cards.

On the next page is an example of an' IAI card and an extract from the
trans;ipt of 1 conversation about the card in relation to the,concept of
force, The boy interviewed was about 14 years old and considered to be a
witod '0' level examination candidate by his teacher.

4,
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A golfer hitting a go'lf ball. Are

there y .forces here .

.e1

he's forcing it on the ground
the . golf clUb onto the ball
sends the ball away.

. forcing the gol'fl ap for when he. hits

. um there's force on the 'ball and that

mmm mmm and so if you were just talking about
the moment?

R yes

I
4(dlat.would you say as there?

fordes on the ball at

. R ,. well its still got force of the golf club as itis still 4ing along .

hMm and you've also got force of gravity pulling back down to the
ground again

The scientis's view would be that there is no 'driving' force on the golf-
. ball in mid air. It has gravity and. the friction of the air and these

result i ombined force that acts against the ball. The 'driving' force
on the ba endg as. soon as it loses contact with the face of the club.
However, you can note from the verbatim transcript that the pupil still
thinks that the ball has 'got the.force of the golf club as it is still
going along'. The student's view and the scientist's view are clearly at
odds andithis would be a situation wherea negotiation between -the two
viewpoints -may be. instigated by the teacher.

liattShOtes that fr!Offi the observer's point of view some of the children's

descriptions seem apparv4y contradictory or mutually exclusive but "they
seldom seem to possess any conflict or concern to the pupil's who advance
them". It would appear that these alternative frameworks are plausible and
fruitful for those who hold them. If the teacher wishes to encourage the
pupil to adopt a 'scientist's science' conception of, for example, force or
gravity, then experiences need to be provided for the pupils so that their

-__Alternetive frameworkS Can be challenged and the scientist's viewpoint seen

\ .8
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to be more intelligible, plausible and fruitful than their own conception
and thus conceptual exchange take place (Hewson, 1980):

Interview data produced by the IAI approach shows a pattern of five possible
outcomes when 'children's science' ie the underStanding that children bring
with them to the science classroom interacts with 'teacher's science',
(Gilbert, 1981. One outcomeis referred to as "the two perspective4outcome"
in which the 'teacher's science' view is rejected as a personal model but the
-teacher's science may-be learnt by rote. For example, in the middle of an
IAT sequence a student was asked for a definition of force and the-reply-was:

"Oh now .t've got it...a force Is an action or reaction (laughs)
that what they (teachers) always gives us...well they normally'
give examples that are easy to explain...But I don't get it...1
If I push the wall I can't see,:how it can possibly push me back'

The student does not find the Newtonian contention that 'action and reaction
are equal and opposite' to be plausible in his terms but gives evidence
within the interview of being able to*use the language of science.

We must not see interest in learners constructs as being confined to the
teaching of schoolchildren. Posner. (1981) stresses the need to consider
college students' preconceptions, purposes, values and conceptions of past
experiences which they bring to particular curricu1a tasks. He points out
that college students' preconceptions can be resistant to change begauSe they
may have been acquir*thiough.interaction with the physical world without
formal instruction ano are "therefore every functional in and adaptable to
most circumstances'''. These preconceptions not only categorise students
entering college physics courses but "often those 'successfully' completing.
these courses". Posner suggests that students may-simply compartmentalise
their knowledge "claiming that the problem is a physics problem and therefore
does not have anything to do with the 'real world '". I believe that many
students may be 'turned off' science because of this perceived gap between
the content of science lessons and their own world views.

o

There are many areas of the science curriculum where it is impossible to
organise direct physical experience with exemplars of the concepts.
Howeyerthe use of group discussion, metaphors and analogies which can
link with instances in the experiential world of the student could be used
to engender the active, deep-level and committed cognitive processing through
which a student m give meaning to scientific concepts and decide to accept
or'reject the 'ofi ial science' viewpoints.

Nussbaum and Novick argue that when a student uses a naive 'alternative
,krameWork' or preconception to interpret classoom experiences he may well
give them meanings which are different from or in total conflict with those
intended by the teacher. The learper may be unaware of this gap and the
teacher may assume that the student' is 'not understanding' the lesson. They
argue that'"it is not a matter of his 'not understanding' but of his
'undersCanding'differently' from what was intended. He may very well give .
sophisticated and rational meaning to the new information, despite the
variance with accepted meaning". For them, the teacher's task is to expose

cpupils' alternative frameworks and_create_situations_which- will encourages
them to confront the official science viewpoints. They present a case study
of a teaching situation All whim brainstorming was used with a group of 12
to 13 year olds in an attempt to.encourage them to invent a particle mode,
for gases. The pupils were encouraged to verbally and pictdkally describe
their alternative frameworks, to confront each other's viewpoints and debate
the pros,and cons of the different frameworks offered. The pupils were
asked to lest the ideas inherent in their alternative frameworks against
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experimental observations and this gave them the opportunity to decide for
themselves whether there was a need to modify or change their ideas in order
to eliminate any contradiction between their theories and their experimental.
observations.

Osborne (1981) describes a single - Lesson procedure where studen..., are

encouraged to think about a proposed investigation and predict,, using their
own conceptions, what is likely to happen. This is done indiVidually
and then students work in pairs or groups to perform and/or watch the
investigation, record their observations and discuss their observations in
their own terms. In a plenary sessibn the variety of explanations
produced are thrown open for general discussion and then, again working in
groups, the students devise and conduct experiments to test these
explanations. Further plenary sessions are held to discuss the outcomes
of these experimentF and relate the student's conclusions to everyday
examples and technological applications.

This type of teaching p rocedure is far removed from the normal closed-ended
laboratory experiments which students are usually required to conduct.
However, I would argue that such procedures axe necessary if students are to
gain a sense of personal involvement in the study of science. If we wish to
effect a transition from student's science to scientist's science,
experiential procedures and open-system approa:-hes seem to be necessary since
it is clear that merely telling the students a correct answer, couched in
the language of high science, is ineffctudl (Driver, 1973).

Hewson ( 980) argues that a person who is. faced with a new conception is not
_going to incorporate it without good reason particularly if it is at the
experie of an existing conception which fOVms part of his/her central
commitments, He suggests that some of the most important of one's central
commitments are metaphysical in character and.in his paper he elaboratei'on
the role played by a person's metaphysical commitments by presenting a case
study of a graduate student having to make sense of the counter- intuitive
theory of relativity. Once again Hewson is stressing the need for the '

teacher to know .the initial conceptions of the lAudents he or she is
teaching - "particularly those which are implicit and inarticulated" -
before planning an appropriate teaching strategy to encourage transition to
scientist's science.

I think that there is a need to extend the range of teaching approaches in
the drua of science education perhaps based on repertory grid techniques,
interview-about-instances or cther conversational approaches. Gilbert and
Osborne (19Eil) have already developed IAI workshops for. teachers.

Such experiences may help the teacher to come to an understanding of the
student'.. framework, the student will be exposed to a range of alternative
frameworks held by:the teacher and lis/her peers. This interchange
of ideas should help communication as well as offering a further range of
experience within which the student may construct his/her Personal models.
We cannot predict that the outcome would be a full transition to scientist's
science. Sometimes the students will hold on to their own perspective
whilst at, the-same time temporarily adopting another perspective (cf the
two perspective outcome' which was mentioned earlier). .

The student may choose to see his/her' mode'l as being invalidated and replace
it with another model the replacement model could be that of the teacher or

a fellow student. Another course of action could be that the person
resolutely hold6 on to the original model and rejeCts those of others -
however he/she will now have a better understanding of the other perspectives.
The fourth outcome of such a processof communication, sharing and subjecting

-
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of one's own ideas to. eview could be that a Student discards his or hdr
previous model, rejects all the other models puts forward by members of the
group and erects an alternative model which goes'beyond any of the models
propoSed. The fourth outcome may well be one of the more.desirable outcomes
,should the alternative model prove to be a fruitful one for explaining
events. The development of science depends on people having the courage to
go beyond currently accepted notions. We. must Support courageous exploration
of ideas and help students to develop a sense of agency with respect to the
construction of knowledge.

For Kelly the construction-of reality is a subjective, personal, active,
creative, 'rational and.emotional affair. If we are.to'believe modern
philosophers of science then similar adjectives can be applied to scientific
theorising and methodology. However, students' experiences. of science in
schools and colleges do not appear to be developing this viewpoint.

At the beginning of this paper I gave a quotation from a Middle School pupil.
Some further quotes may be of interest.

"things whiCh are Unscientific are lies'

"unscientific means the man could,have cheated',

"unscientific means easy things like P.E."

',(Middle School pupils)

"...areas of study which lack logic and objectivity"

- "unscientific theories are myths...they show What people want to
believe rather ,than, what is true"

,

"unscientific means'a theory where the inventor has filled in the
gaps between the facts but has not admitted this publicly"

(Undergraduate Science students)

"...subjects Which-do not have this technique do not deal with
facts. The technique I am talking about is of course the
scientific method..."

(Postgraduate student)

The above quotations arebut samples from a series of interviews'conducted by
David Swift, a member of the PGKG. Many of the students interviewed commCnted',
thAt they had found it.most useful to have been asked to consider what their
own views about science and scientific method were as this was something they .

had not been asked to do before. Vie May not expect Middle School pupils to
have considered what their views of science actually are. However, one
Could surely have expected that undergraduates and postgraduate students would
have been confronted with such questionsbefore this stage in their education.
Talking about one's ideas is "one of the most powerful provoCations to sorting
out what you understand" (Sutton, 1981).

West (1981) raises what I think is a vital question for every science educator
to ask of themselves. Their answers will determine the nature of the
experiences which they promote for their students and in the longer term will
enhance or restrict the development of scientific knowledge.

ll
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:'If schooling is to be based,so4eiy the transmission _of bodies i.2
of agreed knowledge it will become a mechanistic and non-
educational- activity. I suspect we can all get together and

.

reduce ZiologY to its basic components; Chemistry to.a handful
of concepts; physioS to a principle or two;...Without too much
dissent I have-no doubt we can create an Agreed SyllabuS of

, School 'Level Scientific KhOwledge that, like, that in ReligiOus
.

Education, will alyino.,roonrfOr deviant valUes,. alternative
.interpretations, or 'the possibility of a different religion....
but is this how we' wish to, or should, present it and encourage
yoilag children to learn it?" Y

If public knowledge in Science has any hope of becoming integrated with the
',personal experience of students then the answei must be 'NO':

If we wish to avoid the situation where peksons whose education is
predominantly scientifid 'areiamong the most conformiSt and Unquestioning
members of the cothmunity,who seek pedestiian soiutions,to problems, then a
change in strategy may be needed.. As Wren-Lewis (1974) said ",the truly
educatedoscientis is one who has the future'not only in-his bones but
in a responsibly imaginative -bead and an infOthed-heart"-.- In order to:c-

achievei this,recognition must be-given to the roles of the learner's personal ,

construction of experience, and the development of the'skilis of talking about
one's ideas and listening to the conflicting opinions of others,
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Abstract

This-paper,is concerned with the problems of the cooperation between
the University of Klagenfurt and the Austrian Workers Union in
further education' at university level, e. g. the implications of
this model on the nature and structure of the university.

The cooperation between the University of Klagenfurt and the
Workers Union started at the beginning of the academid year 1980/81
and intends to offer university courses to larger groups of
people interested in further education at university level. The
opening.of the university is matiVated by reasons .of educational -1
poliCy as well as of planning in hfgher.education.

For the university the implications of file procedure can be seen
in idea's and,directions for fundamental development (philosophy
of higher education) as well as particular innovations.

1. Introduction.
,

Inthe past decades Austrian universities have undergone a phase
of decisiVe changes, as e. g. : the functional changes of academic
instruction in a 'highly industrialized working society, the increa-
sing mportahce of research and scientific instruction to the
country's civilisatory (economic, cultural, political, social)
development, the increasing, access of students from the upper
and lower middle classes .o higher education and a general economic
Trosperity that created the basis for an educational expansion



Significant_ indicators of this Austrian educational expansion
were the great extention of the .higher secondary schooling and theestablishment of new universities (Salzbufg, Linz, Klagenfurt)
between 1961 and 1970.-Structural and organisatory developments
of universities were laid in the "Allgetneines Hochschul - Studien7
elesetz" (AfitG, 19616) (= General University Study Act), which was the
egal basis 'for a ndlorganisation and arrangement of the course

of studies, and in. the Universitats Organisationsgesetz WOG, 1975)
.(= University Organisation Act), which reformed the administration
and organisation of universities.

At the 12 Austrian universi,ties and the 6 art academies about
130.000 Austrian and foreign students are registered today (as
compared to 19.000 registrations in 1955/56, 49.000 in 1965/66,
80-;-000----in-19:75 1-7-6)-: -A-staff-of about -6:000-professors and -ass-istantsas well as a considerable number of external letturers are incharge of them. (1)

-iAmong the main problemS our Austrian universities. are facing are:
The rising administrative burden and the additional stress the .

scientific staff has td tackle on account of iii; the difficulty offinancing large scale research projects (a problem many a small
country is facing, too), connected with a trend of moving research
out of the-universities; the great-number of drop-outs (only abouthalf of those registered finish their studies) (2) and, something that
pattly results from what.has just been said, the demand for
a second reform phase in the field of studies and inbtruction. (3), as.well asa stagnation of the scientific staff of.universities
since the early 70's with a considerable simultaneous increase in-the

---------Tmmbt'f-cif -Students. According-to prolgnOsis the number of students
will increase until 1987; from then do on'accountot the degrease
of Lirths since 1964 = the number will shrink. (4)

Since accouring'to international expectations - the large affected
universities in highly populated cities might,be less affected by
the proghosticated decrease of the number of students than smaller
and younger institutions, especially these need.to look after their
chances of deiVelopment by means of finding and increasing new
potentiaf studen0 populations. (5)

All those questions are inseparably connected with a change of the
idea of a university being an institution to instruct a small

I
elite to that of an institution of mass instruction. In this
connexion, we recognise an increasing scientific reflection of.
status, tasks and function of the university. (6)

Before the background of such basic questions concerning Austrian-
.

universities, the cooperation of tiie,r;University of Klagenfurt
with the Austrian Workers Union (Osterreichischet Gewerkschhftsbund,OGB is to be seen acooperation through which the university,
systematically tries to include large groups of our population
into further academic education. We shall now try to illustrate
the aims and modalities of this cooperation, thus giving a concrete-
example of systeMatic university instruction for adults and
to find out the consequences 'resulting from it for the status
and the function of universities.



2. The Cooperation between the University of Klagenfurt and
the AuStrian Workers Union.

2. 1. The educational policy and its legal basis.

Accotding to their tradition Austrian universities are basically
indebted to the 'ideas of Humboldt's'conception (education through
science, connexion of research and, instruction, autonom- of uni-
versities, inte2Course of teachers and"students) and con Atute the
highest level of our hierarchic system of education. The increasing
-demand for edUcation as-well as an increasing demand for highly quali-

t fled specialists. connected with the above-mentioned quantitative .

development have resulted in the tact that the universities have
gradually given up their exclusivity and have opened themselves ,
to a certain extent to society, its needs and demands. In the recent
years the Austrian universities have regularly exhibeted their work-,
to a widdi public (scientific falis, public days etc.) and the
endeavour to offer university courses, public symposiums of a scien-
tific and cultural kind as well as university lectures for further
education in addition to the ordinary study 1:regramme. Their efforts
and the intentions of thescientific state administration which
principally supports the Opening up- of- universities, and gave, them
the legal. order "to serve scientific' research and instruction, thereby
responsibly contributingto the solution of the human society's problems
and to the .benifiaial development of,,it." (7)

Yet, the recognizable opening,up of Austrian universities in ce'ktalm
fields has other courses, too, courses beyond thosd of educational 6
state and university policy. 'The rapid development of knowledge and"
tht1 high requirements upon the intellectual and professional mobility

ebdnomic and_ administrative managers has brought aoubt a demand fOr
the installation of highly qualified further education, a demand
that has-largely been met:by acadeMy institutions set up
during, the last 15 years (Academy of Mar(edement, Federal. Academy of
Adthinistration,' Bducational Academy of the OCV, Boltzmann - Institute

Such illtalitutions have, as it were, become rivals in the fields of
ducation and instruction so that today the question seems justified '

whether the universities will be able to maintain their monopolistic
position in the educational system. A,rilialry'similar to that in the
academic field_ok further' education has arisen to Austrian Universities
in the field of research by various research institutes, especially
industrial ones.

'As

Only in the field of ordinary studies can - O n accountof.thOgexisting
legal situation 6,4) only arise no rivalry, the universities even have
the legal possibility to make lectures form among the tegulpr study .

programme avialable to*an interested public audience. The /relevant
legal'reguAtions are as follows: "The university and itstequipment
are basically Open not only to me,mbt. tis of the university but also
to any person -.7 according to the. possibilities and the qualification 4
of such a persoh interested in.the scientific fields the university
offers../.../ Anyone may - even, without registration attend lectures."
-(8):

The possibilities created by means of such legal measures have so far
been used°,tather sporadically by a few interested one s. Now, on the
basisof'sdch regulations, the University of Klagenfurt' is offering .

solected lectures to a particular group of persons, i. e. the members
of the AuStrian Workers Union in Carinthia, thus trying to attract
a new student potential and offering an additional contribution to
the regional academic instructions.



t"

2. 2.. The partners and their intentions.

2. 1. The University of Klagenfurt.

The basic patterns of possible delielopments of the UniverSity of
Klagenfurt partly follow the framework of international or all-

. Austrian trends, but partly they are also distinctly specialized.
In view of the particular topic, consider the following patterns
most important:

0 The University of Klagenfurt, which was foundedin 1970 as a
'University of Educational'Sciences, considers educational
research and its application in the,development anu reform

'of-Austrian schools and education as one of its essential
tasks, rom the'beginning an increased offer of lectures of
further education (courses, meetings, conferences) tried to
meet this demand.

0

o T .Universityniversity is still in a state of di ersificatiorl and com-
pletion, in research as well as in instr ction; this development
-is somewhat 'limited by

0

a lack of economtc prerequisites
a very limitpd number of subjects'

-/too great a,number of regional academics in the study fielda'
offered by our University

- the geographic position at the border (linguistic frontier)
and'the limited drainage area for students resulting from
it. (9)

The cOoperation of the Univeltsity of Klagenfurt with -,the Austrian
Workers Union in the,field of university adult education is based-
upon the following expectations and motives - the so - called
Self-interests that.form the basis of such a cooperation (10):

0 the intention to open up/ the universi.ty.to wider groups of
. people .

o the necessity for f6:ther expansion of the university by new
and additional -forms ,of courses offered in view of the diffi-
culties of theabove-mentioned limits to a diversif' tion and
-completion in the classical fields

o the endeaVours to increase the number of potential students in
view of a decline of the number of students from the Second half
of the eightfies on.

2..2. 2. The'Austrian Workers Union.

The Austrian Workers Union (Osterreichischer Gewerkschaftsbund,- OGB),
the legally private, voluntary society of Austrian employees is the
moptipow.Orful political group in Austria, comprising 1,6mIllion
membersirirembership fees about 1,300 million Austrian Schillings p. a.).
On account of its own' enterprises, of shares in various firms and,,
above all, if its officials legal right to have a voice in.factories
&rd-other places of work, it is also an important economic power:
Its political power can be best recognised by the fact that the
Federal President, the Federal Chancellor asp well as most of the
Mih4.sters of our.Republic of Austria are members of, it. At present

.
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the President of the Workers Union'is also President of th,
o

National Assembly, the highest legislative body ofthe kepublic
of Austria,. Ire, the Federal Province, of Carinthia (with about`550.000
inhabitants) , 5.485. persons'(as from Dec. 31, 1980) from among
about 170.000 employees are members of the nicfl. With one ex-
ception, all members o; the Carinthian Diet - irreppective A their
party membership - are members or officials of the Workers Union,
incliad,i.ng the Governpr of Carinthia. According to their proff.,ssions
and trades, the members (workers, salaried employees, officials)
and organised in.special branches. Their educational, background
and qualifications are rather)eterogeneous.

In conformity with its regulations, the Workers Union and its
branches deal with'eConomic, political, social and cultural
tasks, at thesame time.offering varied educational programmes
of a general and'vocational nature, programmes that may be partly
used even by. non - members, The Union's educational policy is aimed
to "improve the level of education of its officials and members on
one hand, on Ole other it ie to encourage socio - political
developments by means of reforming'federal,education, which also
includes universities. Such developments are to improve the edu-
cational le'vel of the masses. Here there is a tension &Teen
the idepl aims of the Unions educational policy with reg rd to mass
education and the actual requirements of the Union's aims which
are to train its officials as well as possible (formation of.
cadre and elite). For educational and training purposes of officials,
the Union has extensive' institutions at.its disposal. However the
demand .for'mass education - which, above all, includes the edu-
cationril offer to the num, erous members - can only be met by using
the federal institutions of education. (11)

.For the Province of Carinthia the cooperation with the gniversity
of Klagenfurt extends the educational offer by a pakag5Nof programmes
of'adulE university instruction, specifically in the field of
general adult 'education and'also in that of learning foreign,
languages.

2. 3. The modalities' of eooperation. (121
.

.

Thc' cooperation between the University of Klagenfurt and the Austrian,
Workers union is the first attempt to arrange a systematic cooperation
between an Austrian university and d private organisation in the
field of university adult education. The common educational intention
being'to make university instruction available to a large number
of persons., The university offer`is divided into two parts:

.

a) General Lctures:

Af ter consultation with the Union, the university chooses.a number
of lectures froth among its regular programme lectures suitable
for general adult education, i. e. lectures for which a great demand
is te'bc expected from am interested pdblic. In the summer term

.

of 1981, 31 lectures from the subjects Philosophy, History,
Psychology, Sociology, Media, Languages. and Geography were chosen
from'among the 520 lectures at the University of Klagenfurt. The
following titles could be found among them: "The Philosophy bf the
Middle Ages", "giissia- at the Time of Imperialism ", "Problems of

. the Labour Market Policy", "Educational Processes and Media",
"Applied Geology" etc.



b) Language Courses:

In the same way, those language eourseS,are select d from
the general programme that are of interest to a w
In ,the summer term of 1981, sx'courses were off ed to beginners

F'rench, Spanish, Slovene; Serbo"- Crrte and Ru.ssina.

The eciucationarclepartmere. of the Workers Union in Carinthia
offers the attendance'Of sach lectures to their members directly
with relevant informative rilteFials, thus making available to
them a considerably enlarged offer of instruction. This publicity
financed by the Union itself meagg to thp University essentially .

an extensive information on possiffle university instruction. Apart
from interested single,pereons who have studied the university* .

programmes even without 913blicity-according to the abovp mentioned,
legal possibilities, at the same time this activity raises hopes
to interest sy,stematically the largest group of organised persons
in the ProvincejalRiost 100,000-perSon%) ea potential students.
The, attendance*of lectures is -r as it is for all students in Austria
free of charge, i.;e. it is finanCed by the state from revenues.'
We might add that the present state of cooperation hardly causes
aTittosts of the project.

The attendance c1X-lectures does not entitle-the student to get
-gome certificate, but_is°also not necessary for him,to have
completed some secondary school or any other basic education.
For such external studentF, neither a formal graduation nor the
possibility of getting a' certificate is provided for, but they may
(let some written confirmation of their haVing ac_tended the lectures.,

.a

.0

The cdeperation o.f the UniArsity o/ Klagenfurt with the Workers
Union in the,f4.eld of adult' university instruction has been
in operation since autumn 1980. The'experienoes of the first year
prove that the offer has so far been accepted by about 50 persons,
which is about 3 per cent of the number of regular students (about
1,800). The partners,hope that. the number of such"students will,
rise in the next few years, especially since the capacity of
lecture - rooms and university .equipment can still take more
students.

3. Problems arising from this Cooperation.

a) As has been shown above, it is such lectures that are in the
rirst place included in the prograMme of adult university instruction
whose contents are of general scientific, creative or :4,11tural
interest or whose standard is rather introductory, so'that it has
been conceived mainly for beginners: Since external students attend
such lectures together with the other students, it is obvious
that problems of the level of_tiksubject matter offered will result,-.
the more so as in Austria a considerable basic knpwledge is usually
required When attending university lectures. Practice proves that
the programme offered is mainly attended by persons who can boast
.on an average or higher level of education. .And yet, university
teachers are facing the problem of who 0 prepare the contents
and didactics of their lectures in a way so .as to enable even
persons with a weaker educational basis to participate actively.
On account cf the hitherto rather little demand;,this has certainly
riot: yet become a main problem, but considerations, will have to be
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made as to whether it might not be useful providing the demandis adequate -.to offer Certain lectures whose standard' is especiallyadapted to that circle of students. This would mean that teacherswould have to offer a generally undekstandable scientific manner -subject to the general realisation of such a requirement - and to
prepare'didactically. Such a kind of "processed science" r*ghtsubsequently be disseminated via the media zompound (in Alagenfurtthere is the 'Interuniversitares Institut fur Fernstudien' ofAustridn universities).

b) A second complex of questions resulti from the status and legaltask of Autrian -universities, the connexion of research and
instruction'," a task that derives from the idea of the students' sharein the process of researchj. Since a share in the research processis impossible without a.relevantioasic'knowledge or can onlybe realised by a continuous cooperation .in asking questions and sol-ving them within the framework of the university's research activi-ties students 'who make use of an isolated offer of lecturesonly for the. purpose of a general' knowledge will be excludedfroM such a possibility. Since the educational task 'educationthrough science' -can also only be realised by having a shareinthe process of research, students in the field of adUlt educa-tion are virtually placed outside the university's educationalmandate. This raises the question of whether the university's adult,education - as seen from the viewpoint of a comprehensive claimfor university education - is not only a desideratum of something_that 'education 'through science' is normally obliged to offer?Thus, a consequent extension of university adult education would.necessarily result in a,substantial change of the university'sprinciples, and it would more than ever give axioms like 'educaton-------through_sciencel and 'connexion- of-research and instruction' thestatus of ideal demands that can, however, not be realised.

c) A third complex of questions concerns academic self administra-tion. As.those who attend lectures conveying general knowledgeare no regular students, a participation in the proportionalset up of university committees is impossible. Thus, they are placed-outside a principle of political university education, which is.at: least partly realised by means of a cooperation of students.in the committees of academic self administration (researcb,instruction and management).

4. Summaryi

The cooperation of the University of Klagenfurt with the AustrianWorkers Union in Carinthia in the field of university adulteducation is based upon the mutual educational - politicalinterests of a certain opening - up of the university andbecomes feasible on account of a relevant legal provisionthat provides for such an opening. Besides theintentions ofthe University of Klagenfurt result from endeavours,to exhaustall possibilities of diversifying this young and small uni-versity. This cooperation with the most important privatepolitical partner in Austria may directly attract a potentialnumbeA of almost 100.000 students. No separate offer ofprograMmes is made for those students by the university,
but selected lectures are offered from among the regular studyprogramme. Some 50 persons made use of this offer per termin the first academic year.

119
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From the discussion of problems and results of the systematic
okning - up of the University of Klagenfurt in the-field of
adult education, we learn that by means of the cooperation with
the Workers Union a new student population is certainly gained,
yet this group of students is mainly kept outside the educational
principles of-the university ('education through science', 'connexion
of research and instruction.', student participation in the
university's self administration)'. In this connexion, all
questions of integrating the students into the comprehensive
educational mandate are still to be discussed.

5. Annotations.

1) cf. Hochschulbericht 1969, 1972 (vol. 1., 2,), 1975, 1978. Ed.
by the Bundesministerium fUr Wissenschaft und Forschung.
Wien 1969 ff.

2) cf. _Die Hochschulenin osterreich. OECD LanderprUfung. Bd 2.
Wien 1976. S. 51 f. - Erich Leitner: Current Trends in Austriari
Higher-Education: the Call for a New Fefarm.In: European Journal
of Education 14(1), 1919, 59 -
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at for years by'the Hochschuldidaktischer Ausschuss der Osterr.
Rektorenkonferenz (Uni'Versity Didactic Committee of the Rectors
of the Austrian Universities/ Chairman: Univ. Pof. Dr. E. A. van
xotsenburg). - cf. Osterr. ReAorenkonferenz .(;Hg.): Beitrage zur
gtudienrecorm I. Vorkonferenz: Studienreform 2. Phase. Wien 1977. -
Osterr. Rektorenkonferenz (Hg.: Beitrage zur Studienreform.II:
Studieneingangsphase. Wien 1978.

4T 7\--f-to tHe prognosticated development of the number of students cf.._
Hans Joachim Bodenhofer et al.: Finanzierung der Hochschulexpansion.Klagenfurt 1978.. (Mskr. very.) - as to the development of the
number of university teachers cf. Erich Leitner: air Personalsitua-bion an den osterreichisdqen Universitaten. Inhaltliche und quan-titative Analyse einer SchlUsselfrage der Hochschulentwicklung.
Tn: Zeitschrift fgr Wissenschaftsforschung 2, 1980, 477 492.

5) cf. Peter Jockusch: Hochschulplanung 1990 Problem oder Chance?
In: Deutsche Universitatszeitung 1979, H. 21, 674 679. (paper
originally presented at the OECD Seminar: Current Developments
in the Planning and Control of contemporary Higer Education Insti-
tutions. ZUrich, Sept. 10 -.12, 1979.)

6) cf. Die Hochschblen in Osterreich. OECD Bericht 1975. Bd 1.
Wien 1975. esp. S. 252 ff.'

7) Universities Organisationsgesetz (UOG), BGB1. Nr. 258 v. 11. 4.
1975, § 1, Abs. 1.

8) ibid. § 104, Abs. 1, 2.

9) On the student population in Klagenfurt cf. Paul Kellermann:
Ilochschulzugang und Studium in Karnten. Forschungsbericht.
hlagenfurt 1977/79.

10) As to the importance of self interests in academic adult educationcf. among others Walter Blumberger: Kooperation von Erwachsenenbild-
ung und Universitat. Uberiegungen zur Interessenslage. In: Zeit-
schrift fUr Hochschuididaktik 4, 1980 636 - 645, esp. 639.



11) On the educational policy of the Workers Union cf. among others:
Ostert. GewerYschaftsbund (hg,): 9. Bundeskongress des bGB: Bildung,
Kultur, Medien. Wien 1979. - Hans Thomasser: Die Bildungsarbeit des,.
Osterreichischen Gewerkschaftsbundes dargestellt an den Gewerk-
schaftsschulen in Karnten. Diplomarbeit. Linz, Univ.-1980.
dsp. p. 38 ff.

12) The statements in this chapter are partly based upon.the
correspondence between the University of Klagenfurt and the
Austrian Workers Union concerning a possible cooperation.
I am most greatful to Prof,. 5r. GUnther Hodl, Rector of the
University of Klagenfurt, to his permission to peruse the

4 letters.
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